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SOFTWARE RELEASE NOTICE

1. SRN Number: PA-SRN-217

|2. Project Title: TPA Version 4.0 Project No. 20-1402-762

3. SRN Title: TPA Version 4.0

4. Originator/Requestor: Bruce Mabrito Date: 3/30/00

5. Summary of Actions

* Release of new software

El Release of modified software:

o1 Enhancements made

o Corrections made: Bugs corrected.

0 Change of access software

f Software Retirement ,&/i

6. Persons Authorized Access to Source Code

Name | Read Only/Read-Write | Addition/Change/Delete

Sitakanta Mohanty RW
Ron Janetzke RW Addition
Tim McCartin (NRC) RW
D. Esh (NRC) RW Addition

7. Element Manager Approval: 3
Date:8. Rt/laS

8. Remarks: Executable available to NRC and CNWRA Staff.Ai

CNWRA Form TOP-6 (05/98)
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SOFTWARE SUMMARY FORM

01. Summary Date: 03/30/00 02. Summary prepared by (Name and phone): 03. Summary Action:
Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185 New

04. Software Date: 03/30/00 05. Short Title: TPA V. 4.0

06. Software Title: 07. Internal Software ID:
TPA - System Performance Assessment Computer Code, Version 4.0 None

08. Software Type: 09. Processing Mode: 10. Application Area:

E Automated Data System O Interactive a. General:
E Scientific/Engineering l Auxiliary Analyses

* Computer Program E Batch * Total System PA
E Subsystem PA E Other

E Subroutine/Module * Combination

b. Specific:

I1. Submitting Organization and Address: 12. Technical Contact(s) and Phone:

CNWRA/SwRI Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185
6220 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 78228

13. Software Application: The TPA Code consists of the following modules: UZFLOW, NFENV, EBSREL, UZFT,
SZFT, DCAGW, FAULTO, SEISMO, VOLCANO, ASHPLUMO, ASHRMVO, DCAGS, LHS, EXEC.

14. Computer Platform: 15. Computer Operating 16. Programming 17. Number of Source
SUN Workstation System: Language(s): Program Statements:
PC UNIX SUN FORTRAN 5.0 Approx. 45,000 lines w/o

Windows NT Lahey LF90 V4.5 Stand Alone Codes

18. Computer Memory 19. Tape Drives: None 20. Disk Units: N/A 21. Graphics: N/A
Requirements: 76 Mb _

22. Other Operational Requirements: Uses system environment variables: TPATEST and TPADATA

23. Software Availability: 24. Documentation Availability:
* Available E Limited E In-House ONLY E Available El Preliminary * In-House ONLY

25. TPA V.4.0 source code released to NRC.

Software Developer: Date: 3 - 1
/

CNWRA Form TOP.4-1 (05198)



CENTER FOR NUCLEAR WASTE REGULATORY ANALYSES

DESIGN VERIFICATION REPORT FOR CNWRA SOFTWARE:
TPA Version 4.0

1 of 4 pages

March 29, 2000
TOTAL-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT (TPA) (Scientific and Engineering Software)
Version 4.0

NOTE: This version of the TPA Software is a follow on to the Beta version and contains changes to that
Beta version released.

1. This Design Verification Report is prepared by: Bruce Mabrito in conjunction with the CNWRA
Software Developer, Ron Janetzke.
Full Title of CNWRA scientific and engineering software: TOTAL-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT (TPA) Version 4.0.
Demonstration work station: SUN, SCRATCHY1.
Operating System: Sun-SOLARIS OS Version 5.5.1.

2. Software Requirements Description and any changes thereto approved by Element Manager?
3:ED NO N/A

Note: The SRD the TPA Version 4.0 code was dated November 1999.

3. Software Development Plan (SDP) and any changes have been approved by the Element Manager?
-ES NO N/A

Note: The SDP information is contained in the SDP for the TPA Version 4.0 code dated December 2000.

4. Design and Development
Module-level testing is documented in either scientific notebooks or in Software Change Reports?

YES NO N/A

Note: Testing is documented in both scientific notebooks and on the Software Change Report documentation.

5. Is the CNWRA scientific and engineering software developed in accordance with the conventions
described in the SDP?

<ED 3NO N/A

Note: This TPA V. 4.0 code follows the general conventions described in the TPA Strategic Plan of
September 30, 1999 and the TPA SDP dated December 1999.
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6. Is the CNWRA software documented internally?
CY5> NO N/A

Does the primary program header contain the following information:

A. Program title, Developed for (Customer), Office/Division/Date/Customer Contact/Telephone
number, Software Developer, Telephone number, titles of Associated Documentation/Designator,
and the Disclaim Notice?

NO N/A

B. Source code module header information provides Program Name, Client Name, Contract
Reference, Revision number?

NO N/A

Note: N/A

7. Software designed so that individual runs are uniquely identified by Date, Time, Name of software
and version? -

e'- ~ES NO N/A

8. The physical labeling on the software or the referenced list has Program Name/Title,
Module/Name/Title, Module Revision, File Type (i.e. ASCII, OBJ, EXE), Recording Date and
Operating System f the Supporting Hardware?

(-YES NO N/A

9. Users' Manual

Is there a Users' anual for the software?
C(Ž NO N/A

Note: A CNWRA TPA Users' Guide is being issued at the same time as the release of the TPA code.

Are there basic instructions for the use of the software?
CED NO N/A

Note: See the TPA Users' Guide.
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10. Acceptance Testing

Does the acceptance testing demonstrate whether or not requirements in the SRD/SDP have been
fulfilled?

CD NO N/A

Note: Requirements in the SRD/SDP were met and the desired results have been included in appropriate
scientific notebooks.

Has acceptance tean been conducted for each intended computer platform and operating system?
C FS NO N/A

Note: The acceptance testing for TPA Version 4.0 was conducted by R. Janetzke, M. Smith, J. Weldy, M.
Menchaca, S. Mohanty, D. Esh, R. Codell, R. Rice, S. Mayer, R. Benke, 0. Pensado, M. Muller, R. Fedors,
S. Brossia, and P. LaPlante on four different platforms, all either SUN/SOLARIS or PC platforms.

Have installation tests been performed on the target platform?
<:KD NO N/A

Note: R. Benke utilized the TPA Users' Manual to perform the installation tests on a DS9 SUN Workstation
in the CNWRA GIS Room.

11. Configuration Control

Is the Software Summary Form completed and signed?
<ya> NO N/A

Note: N/A

12. Is a software technical description prepared, documenting the essential mathematical and numerical
basis?

(:E:> NO N/A

Note: Parts of the TPA Version 4.0 technical description is in the Users' Manual and the SRD.

13. Is the source code available (or, is the executable code available in the case of commercial codes)?
<C37E;S NO N/A

Note: The TPA Version 4.0 source code will be provided to the NRC and they may allow the DOE to
see/use it in relation to the Yucca Mountain Project.
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14. Have all the scrpt/make files and executable files been submitted to the Software Custodian?
c` ~ES ~ NO N/A

Note: All make files for the SUN/SOLARIS platforms will be on the 8 mm tape that is turned into CNWRA
Quality Assurance for retention.

/ C 4 3/29/00

Ro11Janetzke Date
CNWRA TPA Software Co-Developer

Attachments/

3/29/00

Bruce Mabrito Date
CNWRA Software Custodian
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Program Name:
File Name:
File Date:
Release Version:

Client Name:

Contract Number:

NRC Contact

CNWRA Contact:

Revisions:

TPA - Total-System Performance Assessnment Code
%M%
%G%

4.0

USNRC
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Division of Waste Management
NRC 02-97-009

Tim McCartin (301) 415-6681

Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
San Antonio, Texas 78238-5166
smohanty@swri.edu

3.1.1

3.1.3
3.1.4
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.3

and

includes SPCRs
includes SPCRs
includes SPCRs
includes SPCRs
includes SPCRs
3.2PCbeta port
3.2PVMbeta mod
includes SCRs
includes SCRs
includes SCRs

101 through 205
206 through 224
225 through 227
228 through 231
232 through 252
of 3.2 to PC running NT4
of 3.2.1 to enable PVM
260 through 271
272 through 278
280 through 287

3.3a clean up comments and dead code.
3.3b New volcano model.
3.3c New snllhs stand alone code.
3.3d New samplehazardcurve random numbers.
3.3e Weld corrosion and radiolysis for failt.
3.3f Add 2 diffusion parameters for STFF.
3.3g Add time varying mass loading for ash.
3.3h Move invent data to burnup.dat file.
3.3i Add time dependent fow & fmult and

failure dependent water contact mode.
3.3j 8 subareas for EDA-II design.
3.3k Updated uzflow parameters.
3.31 Sampled tuff/alluv. I/F; new strmtube.dat
3.3m Time dependent nfenv time steps.
3.3n Precise repository outline and drift caic.
3.30 Integrate GENII code as Gentpa in dcagw.
4.Obeta New guassian routine for nfenv.f
4.ObetaD Includes

SCR 306 Bug fix for driect release only flag
307 Bug fix for uzflow data value
308 DMAX1 warning in ebsrel.f
309 Remove WPUnitCellWidth from nfenv.f
310 Age dependent inhalation rates

4.ObetaE Includes
SCR 311 Code for volcano model = 2.

4.ObetaF Includes
SCR 313 dcagw pluvial switch and leaching model.

4.ObetaJ Includes
New multiflo.dat and maidtbl.dat files.

4.ObetaK Includes
New Se halflife data and bug fix for milk DCF.

4.ObetaL Includes
Correction for ahsout.res event time.

4.ObetaM Includes
Bug fix for reading tefkti.inp file in nfenv.f.

( templ j
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c 4.ObetaN Includes /66
c Bug fix for drip sheild in ebsrel.f
c 4.ObetaO Includes
c Bug fix for uzflow.f
c

c Documentation: Predecisional "Total-System Performance Assessment
c (TPA) Version 3.2 Code: Module Description and
c User's Guide", Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
c Analyses
c NUREG-Series Designator: N/A
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
c

c
c D I S C L A I M E R
c
C

c

c "This computer code/material was prepared as an account of work
c performed by the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA)
c for the Division of Waste Management of the Nuclear Regulatory
c Commission (NRC), an independent agency of the United States
c Government. Neither the developer(s) of the code nor any of their
c sponsors make any warranty, expressed or implied, or assume any legal
c liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
c usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process
c disclosed, or represent that its use would not infringe on privately-
c owned rights."
c
c "In no event unless required by applicable law will the sponsors
c or those who have written or modified this code, be liable for
c damages, including any lost profits, lost monies, or other special,
c incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or
c inability to use the program (including but not limited to loss of
c data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by third
c parties or a failure of the program to operate with other programs),
c even if you have been advised of the possibility of such damages or
c for any claim by any other party."
cC

c
c by S. Mohanty, R. Janetzke, R. Rice, A. Lozano
c R. Manteufel (initial version)
c
C
C========================================================================

program exec

c Executive for TPA Version 4.0
c Contact Person: : S. Mohanty
c

temp )
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cc Conditional whether to write results to ebsfail.rlt

if (iappend .eq. 1) then
if (iselectappend eq. 0 .or. iselectappend .eq. 3) then
write( iunitresultsebsfail,'(/,a)')

& 'Fraction of Waste Packages Initially Defective '//
& 'and Failed by Corrosion'

write( iunitresultsebsfail, fmt='(/,a)')' time '//
& ' fraction wps failed'

do i = l,ntim
write(iunitresultsebsfail,fmt='(i4,2(1pel2.

4))')i,tim(i),
& corrosionfailwp(i)

enddo
endif

endif

cc Seismic Scenario
if( iflagseismo .eq. 1 ) then

cc Test for first user specified subarea.
if( isfirstsubarea ) then

cc generate realization of future seismic events
call clearchar(60, name)
name = 'SeismicHazardCurveforSEISMO'
timemax = tim(ntim)

if (iflaglhs .eq. 2) then
cc
cc Morris Method
cc

iloops = 0
if(ir .eq. 1 ) icountreal = 0
if (istartreal .ne. 1 .and. istartreal .eq. ir) then
anumber = dble(istartreal)/dble(nsampledparameters+l)
iloops = 1
do ilook = 1,insets

if (anumber .gt. l.OdO) then
iloops = iloops + 1

temp1
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Input file tpa.inp as supplied with TPA Version 4.ObetaN Code.
Esvlr8a20k10y
TPA 4.ObetaN, Job started: Mon Mar 27 20:46:43 2000
Cumulative Releases from EBS, UZ, and SZ by Nuclide

Summed Over All Subareas - Values for Each Vector

,/0116)6

vector
unitless

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

nuclide
unitless
Cm246
U238
Cm245
Am241
Np237
Am243
Pu239
Pu240
U234
Th230
Ra226
Pb210
Cs135
I129
Tc99
Ni59
C14
Se79
Nb94
C136

ebscumrl
Ci

0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.0000E+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
1.2799E-03
9.8154E-01
0.0000E+00
0.OOOOE+00
3.0907E-02
0.0000E+00
7. 5134E-04

uzcumrl
Ci

0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.0000E+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
1.0089E-03
8. 1160E-01
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
6.2325E-04

szcumrl
Ci

0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00

( fsv1r8a20k1k Oycumrelres j
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t Cndode/(6C

C
C

Prnrjram Nain:
FLLe Name:
File Date:
Release Version:

TPA -- Tota I -Systemn Pc.rfo folanc- Asser;"!!en t
e(euc. f
03/30/00
4.0

C
c Client Name:
C
C

USNRC
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Division of Waste Management
NRC 02-97-009

c

C Contract Number:
c
c NRC Contact
c

c CNWRA Contact:
c

c

c

cc Revisions:c

c
c

c
c
c

c

c

cC
C

Tim McCartin (301) 415-6681

Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
San Antonio, Texas 78238-5166
smohanty@swri.edu

3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3 .1. 4
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.3

and
4.0

includes SPCRs
includes SPCRs
includes SPCRs
includes SPCRs
includes SPCRs
3.2PCbeta port
3.2PVMbeta mod
includes SCRs
includes SCRs
includes SCRs
includes SCRs

101 through 205
206 through 224
225 through 227
228 through 231
232 through 252
of 3.2 to PC running NT4
of 3.2.1 to enable PVM
260 through 271
272 through 278
280 through 287
288 through 313

c
c Documentation: Predecisional "Total-System Performance Assessment
c (TPA) Version 4.0 Code: Module Description and
c User's Guide", Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
c Analyses
c NUREG-Series Designator: N/A
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
c

c
c D I S C L A I M E R
c
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c
c "This computer code/material was prepared as an account of work
c performed by the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA)
c for the Division of Waste Management of the Nuclear Regulatory
c Commission (NRC), an independent agency of the United States
c Government. Neither the developer(s) of the code nor any of their
c sponsors make any warranty, expressed or implied, or assume any legal
c liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
c usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process
c disclosed, or represent that its use would not infringe on privately-
c owned rights."
c
c "In no event unless required by applicable law will the sponsors
c or those who have written or modified this code, be liable for
c damages, including any lost profits, lost monies, or other special,
c incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or
c inability to use the program (including but not limited to loss of
c data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by third
c parties or a failure of the program to operate with other programs),
c even if you have been advised of the possibility of such damages or
c for any claim by any other party."

( qa.Ist 3
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c by S. Mohanty, R. Janetzke, R. Rice, A. Lozano
c R. Manteufel (initial version)
C

program exec
C ================================

c Executive for TPA Version 4.0
c Contact Person: : S. Mohanty

qaisr
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C

C
C

C
C
C

C

C

C
C

Proeram Name:
tLe Name:
File Date:
Release Version:

Client Name:

Contract Number:

TPA - Tot- L- System Performn,)nce Arsi'-:cisilc'r Code
id. f
03/30/00
4.0

USNRC
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Division of Waste Management
NRC 02-97-009

131166

c
c NRC Contact
c
c CNWRA Contact:
c
c
c
c
c Documentation:
c
c
c

Tim McCartin (301) 415-6681

Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
San Antonio, Texas 78238-5166
smohanty@swri.edu

Predecisional "Total-System Performance Assessment
(TPA) Version 4.0 Code: Module Description and
User's Guide", in development
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses

c NUREG-Series Designator: N/A
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccCccCcccCccCcccCccccccccc
c
c===…
c
c D I S C L A I M E R
c
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c
c "This computer code/material was prepared as an account of work
c performed by the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA)
c for the Division of Waste Management of the Nuclear Regulatory
c Commission (NRC), an independent agency of the United States
c Government. Neither the developer(s) of the code nor any of their
c sponsors make any warranty, expressed or implied, or assume any legal
c liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
c usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process
c disclosed, or represent that its use would not infringe on privately-
c owned rights."
c
c "In no event unless required by applicable law will the sponsors
c or those who have written or modified this code, be liable for
c damages, including any lost profits, lost monies, or other special,
c incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or
o inability to use the program (including but not limited to loss of
c data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by third
c parties or a failure of the program to operate with other programs),
c even if you have been advised of the possibility of such damages or
c for any claim by any other party."
c

c

c by R. Janetzke
c

C=

C=

C

c

==========================----======================

subroutine iasetup()
==========================_==========--=_============

This routine is used to initialize variables that
overwrite sampled values when importance analysis

will be used to
is invoked.

Variables initialized:
aiacompctrlvalue
ciacompname

ia. . f
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C,

C

C
C
0

ci acomcnhhr
ciab~a rrna~ne,

ciabarrabbr
ciasubsname
ciasubsabbr

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
implicit integer (i-n)

include 'ia.i'

character*60 name

aiacompctrlvalue(l)
aiacompctrlvalue(2)
aiacompctrlvalue(3)
aiacompctrlvalue(10)
aiacompctrlvalue(11)
aiacompctrlvalue(12)
aiacompctrlvalue(13)
aiacompctrlvalue(14)
aiacompctrlvalue(15)
aiacompctrlvalue(17)
aiacompctrlvalue(23)
aiacompctrlvalue(25)
aiacompctrlvalue(26)
aiacompctrlvalue(27)
aiacompctrlvalue(31)
aiacompctrlvalue(32)
aiacompctrlvalue(33)
aiacompctrlvalue(34)
aiacompctrlvalue(35)
aiacompctrlvalue(36)
aiacompctrlvalue(37)
aiacompctrlvalue(38)

cc rwr 1/17/00 modified to
aiacompctrlvalue(39)

= l.0d-22
= l.Od-22
= l.Od-22

= 0.Od+00
= 0.Od+00
= 0.Od+00
= 0.Od+00
= 0.Od+00
= 0.Od+00
= 0.Od+00
= l.Od+00
= l.0d-27
= 0.Od+00
= 0.Od+00
= l.Od-01
= l.Od+03
= 4.Od-01
= 1072.Od+00
= 0.Od+00
= l.Od-01
= l.Od+00
= l.Od+00
allow for ter
= l.Od+00

nporal variaibility

ciacompname( 1)
ciacompname( 2)
ciacompname( 3)
ciacompname( 4)
ciacompname( 5)
ciacompname( 6)
ciacompname( 7)
ciacompname( 8)
ciacompname( 9)
ciacompname(10)
ciacompname(ll)
ciacompname(12)
ciacompname(13)
ciacompname(14)
ciacompname(15)
ciacompname(16)
ciacompname(17)
ciacompname(18)
ciacompname(19)
ciacompname(20)
ciacompname(21)
ciacompname(22)
ciacompname(23)
ciacompname(24)
ciacompname(25)
ciacompname(26)
ciacompname(27)

= 'Cladding'
= 'InnerContainer'
= 'OuterContainer'
= 'CeramicCoating'
= 'Backfill'
= 'DripShield'
= 'DriftLiner'
= 'WPSupport'
= 'DamagedRockZone'
= 'TopopahSpringw'
= 'CalicoHillsnv'
= 'CalicoHillsnz'
= 'ProwPassw'
= 'UpperCraterFlat'
= 'BullFrogw'
= 'Atmosphere'
= 'PumpingWell'
= 'GroundWater'
= 'DirectRelease'
= 'GlassWasteForm'
= 'SpentFuelWasteForm'
= 'LandSurfaceSlope'
= 'Soil'
= 'Invert'
= 'UpperUnsaturatedLayer'
= 'SaturatedTuff'
= 'SaturatedAlluvium'

r
af a
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---
ci acompname(28)

ciacompabbr( 1)
ciacompabbr( 2)
ciacompabbr( 3)
ciacompabbr( 4)
ciacompabbr( 5)
ciacompabbr( 6)
ciacompabbr( 7)
ciacompabbr( 8)
ciacompabbr( 9)
ciacompabbr(10)
ciacompabbr(11)
ciacompabbr(12)
ciacompabbr(13)
ciacompabbr(14)
ciacompabbr(15)
ciacompabbr(16)
ciacompabbr(17)
ciacompabbr(18)
ciacompabbr(19)
ciacompabbr(20)
ciacompabbr(21)
ciacompabbr(22)
ciacompabbr(23)
ciacompabbr(24)
ciacompabbr(25)
ciacompabbr(26)
ciacompabbr(27)
ciacompabbr(28)

= 'Ve'eta [on'

'CLD'
- 'IC'
= 'OC'
= 'cc'
= 'BF'
= 'DS'
= 'DL'
= 'SUP'
= 'DRZ'
= 'TSw'
= 'CHnv'
= 'CHnz'
= 'PPw'
= 'UCF'
= 'BFW'
= 'ATM'
= 'PW'
= 'GW'
= 'DIR'
= 'GWF'
= 'SFW'
= 'LSS'
= 'SL'
= 'INV'
= 'UUL'
= 'STFF'
= 'SAV'
= 'VEG'

= 'WasteForm'
= 'WastePackage'
= 'Backfill'
= 'EngineeredComponents'
= 'UpperUnsaturatedZone'
= 'LowerUnsaturatedZone'
= 'SaturatedZone'

/ 6

ciabarrname(
ciabarrname(
ciabarrname(
ciabarrname(
ciabarrname(
ciabarrname(
ciabarrname(

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

ciabarrabbr(
ciabarrabbr(
ciabarrabbr(
ciabarrabbr(
ciabarrabbr(
ciabarrabbr(
ciabarrabbr(

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

'WF'
'WP'

'BF'
'EC'
'IUUz'
'LUZ'
'SAT'

ciasubsname( 1)= 'EngineeredSubsystem'
ciasubsname( 2)= 'NaturalSubsystem'

ciasubsabbr( 1) = 'ES
ciasubsabbr( 2) = 'NS

cc rwj This section is for future use when implementing the study flags.

cc
cc numcomp = 0
cc numbarr = 0
cc numsubs = 0
cc
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O)'
cc iaflag = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc

C Ia.f'a.r a
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cc name - 'cladd6inqtiidyrlag(y'-l/fo-O)'
cC iacompsLudytlaj(1) =ivaluesp( i3spquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(l) .eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'InnerContainerStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(2) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(2) eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'OuterContainerStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(3) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(3) .eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'SoilDepthStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(23) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(23) .eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'UpperUnsaturatedLayerStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(25) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name ) )
cc if (iacompstudyflag(25) eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'PumpingWellStudyFlag(yes=l,no=O)'
cc iacompstudyflag(l7) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(l7) eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'TSwStudyFlag(yes=l,no=O)'
cc iacompstudyflag(l0) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(10) .eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'CHnvStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(ll) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(ll) .eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'CHnzStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(12) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(12) .eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'PPwStudyFlag(yes=l,no=O)'
cc iacompstudyflag(13) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(13) .eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'UCFStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(14) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(14) eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'BFwStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(15) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(15) .eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc name = 'STFFStudyFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
cc iacompstudyflag(26) = ivaluesp( ispquery( name )
cc if (iacompstudyflag(26) eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc

Ia. f
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cc name -- 'SAVStiidyFlIq(yes-l,noO--)'

cc iacciimpttudyflag(27) = ival.Leap( i-pquery( name
cc if (iacompstudyflag(26) eq. 1) numcomp = numcomp + 1
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc
cc Currently the study flags are not used.
cc

name = 'ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O)'
iaflag = ivaluesp( ispquery( name
call clearchar( 60, name )

cc Get indices for all of the presence flags.
cc

name = 'CladdingPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iiclpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'InnerContainerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iicpf = ispquery( name
call clearchar( 60, name

name = 'OuterContainerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iiocpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'SoilPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iislpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=O)'
iiuupf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'PumpingWellPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=O)'
iipwpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'TSwPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iitspf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'CHnvPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iicvpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'CHnzPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iiczpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'PPwPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iipppf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'UCFPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iicfpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'BFwPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iibfpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

name = 'STFFPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)'
iistpf = ispquery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

ha.
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name = 'SAVPresencee1 aq (yes= L, no-O)'
iisapf - isp(ptery( name )
call clearchar( 60, name )

/ el, 116(�

cc Reverse the sense of the

iacompctrlflag(l) =

iacompctrlflag(2) =

iacompctrlflag(3) =

iacompctrlflag(10) =

iacompctrlflag(ll) =

iacompctrlflag(12) =

iacompctrlflag(13) =

iacompctrlflag(14) =

iacompctrlflag(l5) =

iacompctrlflag(17) =

iacompctrlflag(23) =

iacompctrlflag(25) =

iacompctrlflag(26) =

iacompctrlflag(27) =

control flag so that 0 is nominal.

1- ivaluesp( iiclpf )

1- ivaluesp( iicpf )

1- ivaluesp( iiocpf )

1- ivaluesp( iitspf )

1- ivaluesp( iicvpf )

1- ivaluesp( iiczpf )

1- ivaluesp( iipppf )

1- ivaluesp( iicfpf )

1- ivaluesp( iibfpf )

1- ivaluesp( iipwpf )

1- ivaluesp( iislpf )

1- ivaluesp( iiuupf )

1- ivaluesp( iistpf )

1- ivaluesp( iisapf )

return
end

function aiafilter( param name, sample-value)
c====================--======== ----------- =========== =====----
c This function is used to overwrite the values of sampled variables.
c The values used to overwrite the sampled variables are initialized in the
c iasetup subroutine.
c
c paramname = input, character*80, parameter name from the tpa.inp file.
c samplevalue = input, double precision, sampled values from LHS. This
c value will be used if no overwrite is performed.
c aiafilter = output, double precision, new value for the input
c parameter param name. The value is one two possibilities:
c 1) the sampled value from LHS in sample-value (no change)
c 2) the value from the aiacompctrlvalue array initialized
c in subroutine iasetup.

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
implicit integer (i-n)

cc rwr 1/17/00 modified to allow for temporal variability
cc in Fmult and Fow

common / ia / ikeyia

double precision aiafilter
double precision sample-value

character*(*) param name

include 'ia.i'

C calf a
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cc xwr 1/11/00 modified to allow for temporal varidbility I// 6
cc in Fow and Fmult

integer zportsh
external igetunitnumber
external zportsh
character*80 command
character*100 aline

cc Start here.

cc Only perform overwrites if the importance analysis flag is on.

if (iaflag .eq. 1 ) then

if (param name eq. 'ThicknessOfCladding[m]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(l) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(l)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

else if (paramname eq. 'InnerWPThickness[m]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(2) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(2)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

else if (paramname eq. 'OuterWPThickness[m]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(3) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(3)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

else if (param name eq.
& 'MinimumInfiltrationPrecipitationRatio') then

if (iacompctrlflag(23) .eq. 1) then
aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(23)

else
aiafilter = sample-value

end if
cc
cc Upper Unsaturated Layer
cc

else if (param name .eq. 'MassDensityofYMRock[kg/m^3]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(25)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

else if (param name eq. 'SpecificHeatofYMRock[J/(kg-K)]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(31)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

else if (paramname .eq.
& 'ThermalConductivityofYMRock[W/(m-K)]') then

if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then
aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(32)

else
aiafilter = sample-value

end if
else if (param name eq. 'EmissivityOfDriftWall[-l') then

if (iacompctrlflag(25) eq. 1) then
aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(33)

ia. f
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aicafille - sipteivatue AC6
end if

else if (param name .eq. 'ElevationOfGroundSurface[m]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(34)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

else if (paramname .eq. 'ChlorideConcentration') then
if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(35)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

cc rwr 1/17/00 modified to allow for temporal variaibility
cc in Fow and Fmult
cc else if (param name .eq. 'FmultFactor') then
cc if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then
cc aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(36)
cc else
cc aiafilter = samplevalue
cc end if
cc else if (param name .eq. 'FowFactor') then
cc if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then
cc aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(37)
cc else
cc aiafilter = samplevalue
cc end if

else if (param name eq.
& 'WastePackageFlowMultiplicationFactor') then

if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then
aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(39)

cc rwr 1/17/00 make sure the following is only performed once
if (ikeyia .ne. 543262) then

iunitwpflowl = igetunitnumber('ebsrel ')
iunitwpflow2 = igetunitnumber('ebsrel ')

cc rwr 1/17/00 replace the values in wpflow.dat with
cc the Fow and Fmult values specified in this
cc subroutine (use wpflow.old as a template)

call clearchar( 80, command)
command = 'cp wpflow.dat wpflow.old'
istatus=zportsh(command)
if (istatus .ne. 0) then

print * >, ' * >>> Error in ia <<<***
print *, ' istatus .ne. 0 '
print *, ' istatus = sh( ',command, '

print *, 'istatus = , istatus
stop

endif
call clearchar( 80, command)
command = 'rm wpflow.dat
istatus=zportsh(command)
if (istatus .ne. 0) then

print *, ' ***>>> Error in ia <<<***
print *, ' istatus .ne. 0 '
print *, ' istatus = sh( ',command, '

print *, 'istatus = ', istatus
stop

endif
open(unit=iunitwpflowlfile='wpflow.old',status='old')
open(unit=iunitwpflow2,file='wpflow.dat',status='new')
read(iunitwpflowl,'(a80)',err=400,end=500) aline
write(iunitwpflow2,'(a80)') aline
read(iunitwpflowl,'(a80)',err=400,end=500) aline

I A. f
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wri~te-(iinit~.wpflow2,'(,a30)') .al-ine 9 /
do while (.true.)
read(iunitwpflowl,*,err=400,end=500) vall,val2,val3
write(iunitwpflow2,'(3(lpel4.5,2x))' ) vall,

& aiacompctrlvalue(36), aiacompctrlvalue(37)
enddo

400 continue
print *, ' ***>>> Error in ia <<<***
print *, ' trouble reading from the wpflow.dat
print *, ' file template (wpflow.old)
stop

500 continue
close(iunitwpflowl)
close(iunitwpflow2)
call clearchar( 80, command)
command = 'rm wpflow.old
istatus=zportsh(command)
if (istatus .ne. 0) then
print , ' ***>>> Error in ia <<<***
print *, ' istatus .ne. 0 '
print *, ' istatus sh( ',command, '

print *, 'istatus = ', istatus
stop

endif
ikeyia = 543262

endif
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

else if (paramname .eq. 'SubAreaWetFraction') then
if (iacompctrlflag(25) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(38)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

cc
cc Pumping Well
cc

else if (param name eq.
& 'WellPumpingRateAtCriticalGroup5km[gal/day]') then

if (iacompctrlflag(17) .eq. 1) then
aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(17)

else
aiafilter = sample-value

end if
else if (param name .eq.

& 'WellPumpingRateAtCriticalGroup2Okm[gal/day]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(17) .eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(17)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

cc
cc Lower Unsaturated Zone
cc

else if (param name .eq. 'TSwThicknesslSubArea[m]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(l0) eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(10)
else

aiafilter = sample-value
end if

else if (param name .eq. 'TSwThickness_2SubArea[m]') then
if (iacompctrlflag(l0) eq. 1) then

aiafilter = aiacompctrlvalue(10)

a. f
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c Proqralll Nllrlxe:
c Pile Name:
c File Date:
c Release Version:
c

c Client Name:
c

c

C

c Contract Number:
c

c NRC Contact
c
c CNWRA Contact:
c
c
c
c

TPA - Total-SystLein Perfnrniance ASsessw.-nt Cod(e
fiLeunit.f
03/30/00
4.0

USNRC
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Division of Waste Management
NRC 02-97-009

Tim McCartin (301) 415-6681

Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
San Antonio, Texas 78238-5166
smohanty@swri.edu

c Documentation: Predecisional "Total-System Performance Assessment
c (TPA) Version 4.0 Code: Module Description and
c User's Guide", Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
c Analyses
c NUREG-Series Designator: N/A
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c
c = = = = = = =

c

c

c

D I S C L A I M E R

0
c

c "This computer code/material was prepared as an account of work
o performed by the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA)
c for the Division of Waste Management of the Nuclear Regulatory
o Commission (NRC), an independent agency of the United States
o Government. Neither the developer(s) of the code nor any of their
c sponsors make any warranty, expressed or implied, or assume any legal
c liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
c usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process
o disclosed, or represent that its use would not infringe on privately-
c owned rights."
c

c "In no event unless required by applicable law will the sponsors
c or those who have written or modified this code, be liable for
o damages, including any lost profits, lost monies, or other special,
c incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or
o inability to use the program (including but not limited to loss of
c data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by third
c parties or a failure of the program to operate with other programs),
c even if you have been advised of the possibility of such damages or
c for any claim by any other party."
c

c
c by S. Mohanty, R. Janetzke, R. Rice
c R. Manteufel (initial version)
c
C==========0-------------------

integer function igetunitnumber( name
c=====================0---------- -------

c get an open unit number to open file
c

c name
c

c

input, character*8, name of subroutine that wants
to open a file, hence needs a unit number. The
name must be recognized by TPA, hence must be one

fileunit. f
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C

c

C

C

c igetunitnumber
c

c

C
C

of fhe Fol IoWjn
[ u2zL1ow, netiv, cbstail, ebsrel, uzil, szfL,
dcagw, climato, seismo, volcano, faulto, ashplumo,
ashrmovo, dcags, exec, test, utility I

= output, integer, open unit number that can be used
this unit number will be assigned only once
If one requests more than "maxunit" numbers then
an error will be printed and program stopped.

�) 31166

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)

character*8 name

include 'ful.i'
include 'fu2.i'

if( ikey .ne. 99123 ) then
ikey = 99123
do i = 1, maxunit

iunit(i) = i+10
enddo
iopen = 1
snames( 1) = 'uzflow
snames( 2) = 'nfenv
snames( 3) = 'ebsfail
snames( 4) = 'ebsrel
snames( 5) = 'uzft
snames( 6) = 'szft
snames( 7) = 'dcagw
snames( 8) = 'seismo
snames( 9) = 'volcano
snames(10) = 'faulto
snames(11) = 'ashplumo'
snames(12) = 'climato
snames(13) = 'dcags
snames(14) = 'exec
snames(15) = 'test
snames(16) = 'utility
snames(17) = 'ashrmovo'

endif

if( iopen .gt. maxunit ) then
print *, ' ***>>> Error in igetunitnumber <<<***
print *, ' iopen .gt. maxunit
print *, ' iopen = ', iopen
print * ' maxunit = ', maxunit
print * ' need to increase size of maxunit
call printfun
STOP

endif
igetunitnumber = iunit(iopen)
inames(iopen) = 0
do i = 1, maxnames

if( name eq. snames(i) ) then
inames(iopen) = i

endif
enddo
if( inames(iopen) .eq. 0 ) then

print *, ' ***>>> Error in igetunitnumber <<<***
print *, ' can not match name '
print *, ' List of recognizable names:
do i = 1, maxnames

print *, ' ', snames(i)
enddo
print *, '

fileunit. f
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pri.nt. *, ' C
pririL kA, '

STOP
endif
iopen = iopen + 1

,In I)nt. F ind: ' , n1.11'(n

return
end

C=======================================================

subroutine printfun( )
C=======================================================

c print names of file unit numbers currently being used,
o this will be printed to standard output, 6
c

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)

include 'fu2.i'

print *, ' '
print *, ' File Unit Numbers Currently Being Used
print *, ' Number, Name of Subroutine
do i = 1, (iopen-1)

write(*,100) iunit(i), snames(inames(i))
100 format( i6, ' ', a8

enddo
return
end

( fle6unit.f )
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a tpa4O/ 0 tape blocks
a tpa40/CLEANUL[' 3 Lape blocks
a tpa4O/array.f 57 tape blocks
a tpa4O/ashplumo.f 38 tape blocks
a tpa4o/ashrmovo.f 45 tape blocks
a tpa4O/condxyzt.f 20 tape blocks
a tpa4O/dcags.f 43 tape blocks
a tpa4O/dcagw.f 210 tape blocks

a tpa4O/ebsfail.f 68 tape blocks
a tpa4O/ebsrel.f 103 tape blocks
a tpa4O/exec.f 478 tape blocks
a tpa4O/execa.i 4 tape blocks
a tpa4O/execb.i 1 tape blocks

a tpa4O/faulto.f 17 tape blocks
a tpa4O/fileunit.f 12 tape blocks
a tpa4O/findelev.f 11 tape blocks
a tpa4O/invent.f 90 tape blocks
a tpa40/ia.f 61 tape blocks
a tpa4O/ia.i 3 tape blocks
a tpa4O/Makefile 2 tape blocks
a tpa4O/max500yr.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/maxchain.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/maxnnucl.i 1 tape blocks

a tpa40/maxnsuba.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa40/maxntime.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/mv.f 23 tape blocks
a tpa4O/nfenv.f 158 tape blocks
a tpa4O/reflux2.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa40/nintv.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/notice.i 3 tape blocks
a tpa4O/numrecip.f 12 tape blocks
a tpa4O/path.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/peakfind.f 13 tape blocks
a tpa4O/ran.f 91 tape blocks
a tpa4O/'reader.f 227 tape blocks
a tpa4O/reader.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/readerl.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/reader2.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/reader3.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa40/reader4.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/driftsa.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4o/sampler.f 147 tape blocks
a tpa4O/seismo.f 79 tape blocks
a tpa4O/stop.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa40/subarea.f 75 tape blocks
a tpa4O/szft.f 148 tape blocks
a tpa4O/szft.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/tpa.inp 115 tape blocks
a tpa4O/tpa.inp.meanvalues 122 tape blocks

a tpa4O/uzflow.f 110 tape blocks
a tpa4O/uzft.f 174 tape blocks
a tpa4O/volcano.f 31 tape blocks
a tpa4O/ful.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/fu2.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventa.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventb.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventc.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventd.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4G/invente.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventf.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventg.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventh.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventi.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/inventj.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa40/inventk.i 1 tape blocks
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a tpa4O/inventl.i. 1 tape blocks
a 1pa4 0/inveontLin.i . tape blocX;k
a tpa40/inventn.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/invento.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/mva.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/mvb.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/mnvc.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/mvd.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/mve.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/mvf.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/samplerO.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/samplerl.i 1 tape blocks

a tpa4O/sampler2.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/sampler3.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/samplera.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa40/codes/ 0 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/Makefile 2 tape blocks
a tpa40/codes/README 1 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/SIZES.INC 5 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/SIZES2.INC 1 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/ashplume.f 187 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/failt.f 171 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/nefmks.f 602 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/releaset.f 238 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/snllhs.f 385 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/ebsfilt.f 20 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/ 0 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/Mkenv.fig 4 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/Mkenvin.fig 4 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/AFPPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/AIRPAR.CMN 3 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/ANMPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/AQUPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/CONC.CMN 3 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/DAYPC.CMN 1 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/DECAY.CMN 1 tape blocks
a tpa40/codes/gentpa/DFPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/DOSALL.CMN 3 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/ENVPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/EXPALL.CMN 1 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/EXTPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/FILES.CMN 1 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/FODPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/INVIN.CMN 1 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/LABELS.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/MTBPAR.CMN 3 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/Make.bat 4 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/OPT.CMN 6 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/ORGMAS.CMN 1 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/ORGPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/RAD.CMN 2 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/RMD.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/RADIN.CMN 2 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/RMD2.CMN 1 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/SOLPAR.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/SWPAR.CMN 1 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/TIMES.CMN 2 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/TITL.CMN 1 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/accmfod.f 25 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/acutel.f 20 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/acutea.f 19 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/acutec.f 14 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/aircal.f 17 tape blocks

a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/anmcal.f 17 tape blocks

a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/aqucal.f 4 tape blocks

tpa4Otar.1st



a tpa4O/codes/qeyitpa/biocal. f 3 tape blocks
a tpa10/codes/gentpa/bLockd.f 9 i-aLp blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/bsort.f 3 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/candh.f 26 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/chain.f 13 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/check.f 47 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/cronmod.f 20 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/crpcal.f 11 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/dkharv.f 8 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/dose.f 11 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/drfbiv.f 5 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/drfsec.f 14 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/drkcal.f 4 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/dumred.f 3 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/edranm.f 8 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/edrcrp.f 7 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/edrnon.f 5 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/edrres.f 6 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/env.f 21 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/envin.f 10 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/envlib.f 9 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/exposr.f 4 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/extcal.f 14 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/filerr.f 3 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/fntdrf.f 4 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/headng.f 6 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/idnuc.f 5 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/inhcal.f 6 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/initnv.f 5 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/intpol.f 4 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/invmol.f 3 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/makda2.f 2 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/Makefile 4 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/opnfil.f 12 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/order.f 9 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/packag.f 5 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/plmriz.f 7 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/prior.f 4 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/prob.f 8 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/ritqa.f 54 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/profile.f 5 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/readin.f 23 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/redcas.f 13 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/redcha.f 8 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/redflt.f 17 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/redist.f 4 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/ritenv.f 17 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/ritexp.f 9 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/ritmed.f 6 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/rlibin.f 9 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/rwake.f 9 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/sigma.f 5 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/swcal.f 17 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/trnspt.f 4 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/ustar.f 4 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/gentpa/xqcal.f 19 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/gentpa/xqin.f 11 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/itym/ 0 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/itym/makefile 2 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/itym/src/ 0 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/itym/src/array.f 59 tape blocks
a tpa40/codes/itym/src/check-valid.f 31 tape blocks
a tpa4o/codes/itym/src/estimator.f 102 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/itym/src/init-itym.f 8 tape blocks
a tpa4O/codes/itym/src/itym.f 12 tape blocks
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tpa4O/codes/i.tym/src/itym.i 17 tape blocks/

tpd40/codes/ityl/s3r(/itytiQutiils.f 45 tape blccks3
tpa4O/codes/itym/src/path.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/codes/itym/src/preuzf.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/codes/itym/src/ran.f 84 tape blocks
tpa4O/codes/itym/src/strtokfunc.f 71 tape blocks
tpa40/codes/itym/src/uncertain.f 80 tape blocks
tpa4o/codes/itym/src/uncertain.i 24 tape blocks
tpa4O/codes/itym/src/unctab.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/codes/itym/src/zportunx.f 22 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerb.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerc.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/sampierd.i 1 tape blocks
tpa40/samplere.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerf.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerg.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerh.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/sampleri.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerj.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerk.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerl.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerm.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplern.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplero.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerp.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerq.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerr.i 1 tape blocks
tpa40/samplers.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplert.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/sampleru.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerv.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerw.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplerx.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/samplery.i 1 tape blocks
tpa40/'samplerz.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/subareaa.i 1 tape blocks
tpa40/subareab.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/subareac.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/subaread.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/subareae.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/subareaf.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/subareag.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/uzclimi.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/uzclimr.i 2 tape blocks
tpa4O/uzclimz.i 1 tape blocks
tpa40/uz-flowi.i 2 tape blocks
tpa40/uz-flowr.i 2 tape blocks
tpa40/uzflowz.i 1 tape blocks
tpa40/uz-parms.i 6 tape blocks
tpa4O/zportunx.f 22 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/ 0 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/multiflo.dat 209 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/strmtube.dat 9 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/climatol.dat 1661 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/climato2.dat 5 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/dilution.dat 4 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/ebsfail.def 11 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/ebsrel.def 9 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/repdes.dat 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/itym.dat 40 tape blocks
tpa4o/data/soildem.dat 957 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/elevdem.dat 584 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/bunitdem.dat 238 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/maswtbl.dat 22 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/sunitdem.dat 234 tape blocks
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tpa4O/data/winddem.dat 921 tape hlocks
tpa40/daia/qs-cb--ad. dat 6 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/gs-cb-ci.dat 5 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/gs-pbad.dat 6 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/gs-pb-ci.dat 5 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/tefkti.inp 318 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/tpanames.dbs 140 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/ebsfilt.def 2 tape blocks
tpa4o/data/drythick.dat 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/nuclides.dat 8 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/burnup.dat 3 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/wpflow.def 35 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/FILENAME.DAT 2 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/gbioacl.dat 13 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/gdefault.def 7 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/gdosinc2.dat 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/gftrans.def 14 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/ggamen.dat 30 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/ggenii.def 28 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/ggrdf.dat 11 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/gnewdf.dat 20 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/grmdlib.dat 26 tape blocks
tpa4O/data/maidtbl.dat 1844 tape blocks
tpa4O/ccdf/ 0 tape blocks
tpa40/ccdf/tccdf.f 46 tape blocks
tpa4O/ccdf/tccdf.i 1 tape blocks
tpa4O/ccdf/tccdf.inp 2 tape blocks
tpa4O/ccdf/Makefile 1 tape blocks

tpa40tar.1st



CENTER FOR NUCLEAR WASTE REGULATORY ANALYSES
QUALITY ASSURANCE

SURVEILLANCE REPORT

PROJECT NO.: 20.01402.159 | REPORT NO.: 2000-13 | PAGE 1 OF 2

SURVEILLANCE SCOPE: Review of CNWRA Developed Scientific and Engineering Software to determine whether the
documentation present in the CNWRA Software Working Records Folders is adequate.

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS: Technical Operating Procedure-018, Development and Control of Scientific and Engineering
(S&E) Software; QAP-004, Surveillance Control; Nonconformance Report 2000-03.

STARTING DATE: 31712000 ENDING DATE: 6/9/2000

QA REPRESENTATIVE: B. Mabrito

PERSONS CONDUCTING TEST/EXAMIACTIVITY: Various CNWRA staff working on Developed S&E software.

SATISFACTORY FINDINGS: During the course of this surveillance, CNWRA Developed S&E software and documentation
was checked and contact made with CNWRA staff who worked with the software. In each case, the particular S&E
software folder was reviewed for completeness and where no Design Verification Report (DVR) was located, the objective
evidence in the folder was compared to the DVR form questions and discussions were held with cognizant CNWRA staff.
The list of Developed S&E software reviewed is included in Attachment A.

In each case, key elements of the DVR were compared against that which was included in each software folder in the
QA working records. Also, the previous version of the software code documentation was checked to ensure that the
earlier DVR had been properly completed. The later version of the software documentation showed the specific changes
made through the Software Change Reports. Based on this review, it is clear that although in a few cases no DVR was
accomplished, product quality did not suffer. The minor enhancements and "bug" fixes made to TPA Version 3.2.3 and
3DStress Version 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 software were clearly identified and controlled so that the CNWRA product being delivered
met the client's requirements.

UNSATISFACTORY FINDINGS: None.

NONCONFORMANCE REPORT NO.: None.

ATTACHMENTS: Attachment A.

RECOMMENDATIONS/ACTIONS: N/A.

DISTRIBUTION:
.~ ~ } / ORIGINAL - CENTER QA DIRECTOR QA Records

APPROVED: - ORIGINATOR
CENTER DIRECTOR OF QUALITY ASSURANCE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS OF EACH CODE

ELEMENT MANAGERS
/ / / B. Sagar, H. Garcia

DATE: Ad_ __z_ _ _ _ _

CNWRA FORM QAP-8 (4/93)
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ATTACHMENT A Page 2 of 2

NAME OF S&E SOFTWARE

3DStress Version 1.2
3DStress Version 1.3
3DStress Version 1.3.1
3DStress Version 1.3.2

ASHPLUME Version 1.0

BREATH Version 1.1
BREATH Version 1.2

EBSPAC Version 1.0
EBSPAC Version 1.1

FAULTING Version 1.0

GEOINVRT Version 1.0

HAZINFO Version 1.0

MULTIFLO Version 1.2
MULTIFLO Version 2.0

PVHA Version 1.0

SUFLATVersion 1.0

TECTRAN Version 1.0

TPA Version 3.2
TPA Version 3.2 (PP) Beta
TPA Version 3.2.3
TPA Version 3.3
TPA Version 4.0

DESIGN VERIFICATION REPORT

Present Dated 5/8/97
Present Dated 8/7/98
Not Present
Not Present

Present Dated 6/23/97

Not Present
Present Dated 9/17/97

Present Dated 5/15/97
Present Dated 6/17/97

Not Present

Software Code Not Finished

Software Code Not Finished

Present Dated 3/2/2000
Software Code Not Finished

Present Dated 2/15/2000

Not Present

Software Code Not Finished

Present Dated 7/17/98
Present Dated 11/25/98
Not Present
Present Dated 11/24/99
Present Dated 3/31/2000

NOTES

Software Release Notice Dated 7/15/99
Software Release Notice Dated 9/16/99

Software Release Notice Dated 9/21/95

Software Release Notice Dated 1/21/98
Module putunderTPA Code and controlled
in that manner.

Software Requirements Description only.

Software Requirements Description only.

Software Requirements Description only.

ElementManager(EM) determined that this
software has not been used for regulatory
reviews and will not be used for such work.
EM requested the folder be archived in QA
Records to reflect previous efforts on code.

Software Requirements Description only.

Software Release Notice Dated 7/14/99

CNWRA FORM QAP-8 (4/93)
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CANWR A A center of excellence in earth sciences and engineering.012
May 7, 2002

A Division of Southwest Research Institute'
6220 Culebra Road * San Antonio, Texas, U.S.A. 78228-5166
(210) 522-5160 * Fax (210) 522-5155

Mr. Dennis Harwig
Edison Welding Institute
1250 Arthur E. Adams Dr.
Columbus, OH 43221-3585

Subject: Disposition of EWI Proposal No. 46244GTH, "Critical Assessment Consulting Services for
Waste Package Project"

Dear Mr. Harwig:

After receipt of subject proposal submitted on March 19, 2002, and review of this proposal along with

materials provided in response to my letter of February 21, 2002, we have decided not to award a contract

to your organization. We recognize that Edison Welding Institute has not conducted projects related to the

high-level waste repository program. Nevertheless, you have conducted work for contractors of the

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Some of these DOE contractors have supported activities related to

licensing by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). This work introduces a potential conflict of

interest.

Our assessment in this matter is final and it reflects the determinations of all involved in making this

assessment. Thank you for your interest in the CNWRA and our efforts to support the NRC in fulfilling its

obligations under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended.

Sincerely,

Henry F. GarciaA Director of Administration

HFG/lf

cc: W. Patrick
CNWRA Directors/Element Managers
R. Ard
T. Nagy, SwRI

Washington Office * Twinbrook Metro Plaza #210
12300 Twinbrook Parkway * Rockville, Maryland 20852-1606



v UNITED STATES 0
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 RECEIVED
CENTER FOR NUCLEAR WASTE

REGULATORY ANALYSES

000375 APR262

April 22, 2002
SUBJECT COOED {_
PROJECT NO. -a -:i7

Dr. Gordon W. Wittmeyer
Manager, Performance Assessment
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
6220 Culebra Road
P.O. DRAWER 28510
San Antonio, Texas 78228-0510

SUBJECT: PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF REVISED DOCUMENT ENTITLED "TOTAL-
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT (TPA) VERSION 4.0 CODE:
MODULE DESCRIPTIONS AND USER'S GUIDE"

Dear Dr. Wittmeyer:

The revised Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) report, entitled "Total
System Performance Assessment (TPA) Version 4.0 Code: Module Descriptions and User's
Guide," was received on April 15, 2002. The document, as well as the latest version of the
Total-system Performance Assessment code (i.e., TPA 4.1j), will be made publically available.

I would like to thank you and your staff for your efforts to continue improving the TPA code,
including the related efforts on the graphical post-processor and the pre-processor and on the
corresponding user's guides in preparation for a potential review of a license application. If you
have any questions, please contact me at (301) 415-6628 or jrf2@nrc.gov).

Sincerely,

James R. Firth, Element Manager
Total System Performance Assessment
and Integration KTI

Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
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£O.Cr4,,,S ,/CNIVT'HA A center of excellence in earth sciences and engineering
A Division of Southwest Research Instituter-
6220 Culebra Road * San Antonio, Texas, U.S.A. 78228-5166
(210) 522-5160 * Fax (210) 522-5155

March 5, 2002
Contract No. NRC-02-97-009
Account No. 20.01402.761

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Mr. James Firth
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Division of Waste Management
Performance Assessment and High-Level Waste Integration Branch
Mail Stop 7C-18
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Transmittal of the Revised User's Guide for the TPA Version 4.0 Code

Dear Mr. Firth:

The purpose of this letter is to transmit the revised Total-System Performance Assessment (TPA)
Version 4.0 Code: Module Description and User's Guide, which was originally submitted as
IM 20.01402.761.020 in March of 2000. Revisions were made to the User's Guide in response to
programmatic and technical comments received from NRC staff as well as to correct editorial errors
made during the original printing. In addition to making these revisions, the "predecisional" stamp has
been removed from the top of each page.

If you need any copies in addition to the 25 attached herewith, please call me at (210) 522-5082. If
you have any questions about the TPA Version 4.0 User's Guide please contact Dr. Sitakanta Mohanty
at (210) 522-5185.

Sincerely yours,

Gordon W. Wittmeyer, Ph.D.
Manager, Performance Assessment

GWW/cw

Enclosure

cc: J. Linehan J. Schlueter C. Grossman J. Andersen A.-B. Ibrahim W. Patrick
B. Meehan S. Wastler R.K. Johnson H. ArIt B. Jaggananth CNWRA Directors
D. DeMarco K. Stablein T. McCartin J. Ciocco W. Dam CNWRA Element Managers
E. Whitt A. Campbell C. McKenney W. Ford T. Nagy (SwRl Contracts)
J. Greeves B. Leslie J. Peckenpaugh D. Galvin P. Maldonaldo
W. Reamer R. Codell M. Rahimi L. Hamdan
T. Essig D. Esh M. Thaggard A. Henry

R Washington Office * Twinbrook Metro Plaza #210
12300 Twinbrook Parkway * Rockville, Maryland 20852-1606
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CA/I 4A A center of excellence in earth sciences and engineering
A Division of Southwest Research Institute xp -/4~4
6220 Culebra Road * San Antonio, Texas, U.S.A. 78228-5166
(210) 522-5160 * Fax (210) 522-5155

March 31, 2000
Contract No. NRC-02-97-009
Account No. 20.01402.761

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Mr. James Firth
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
Division of Waste Management
Performance Assessment and High-Level Waste Integration Branch
Mail Stop 7C-1 8
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Transmittal of the User's Guide for the TPA Version 4.0 Code IM 20.01402.761.020

Dear Mr. Firth:

The purpose of this letter is to transmit the Total-System Performance Assessment (TPA)Version 4.0 Code: Module

Description and User's Guide, which fulfills the obligations of IM 20.01402.761.020. The User's Guide contains in-

depth descriptions of: (i) the general TPA method; (ii) the main program controlling execution of the code; (iii) the

consequence models that simulate the release, transport, and uptake of radionuclides; (iv) the content and format of

input and output files; and (v) instructions for installing and executing the TPA code.

As outlined in the March 31,2000 transmittal letter accompanying the TPA Version 4.0 code, there are fourteen major

modifications that have been made to the TPA code. In addition to updating the technical content of the User's Guide

to reflect these major modifications, the format of the User's Guide has been changed so that the description of each

consequence model is now contained in a single chapter. This new format should facilitate making future revisions

to the User's Guide.

We are shipping complete copies ofthe TPA Version 4.0 User's Guide shrink wrapped with chapter dividers and new

inserts for the cover sheet and spine. Previous recipients of the TPA Version 3.2 User's Guide are expected to re-use

the three-ring binders. As we discussed, the User's Guide has been marked "Predecisional" on the spine, cover sheet,

and at the top of each page. Once the User's Guide has been reviewed, revised, accepted, and placed in the public

document room by the NRC, we will print new copies that are not marked "Predecisional."

;Z1~~~~~~~
LZ Washington Office * Twinbrook Metro Plaza #210

12300 Twinbrook Parkway * Rockville, Maryland 20852-1606
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Mr. James Firth
March 31, 2000
Page -2-

If you have any questions about the TPA Version 4.0 User's Guide please contact Dr. Sitakanta Mohanty at (210)

522-5185.

Sincerely yours,

Gordon W. Wittmeyer, Ph.D.
Manager, Performance Assessment

GWW/bc
enc.
cc: J. Linehan

D. DeMarco
B. Meehan
J. Greeves
J. Holonich
B. Reamer
S. Wastler
T. McCartin
D. Esh
R. Codell
C. Lui
M. Lee
C. McKenney
M. Rahimi

J. Trapp
P. Justus
J. Bradbury
N. Coleman
J. Pohle
T. Ahn
B. Leslie
M. Nataraja

W. Patrick
CNWRA Directors
CNWRA Element Managers
T. Nagy (SwRI Contracts)
P. Maldonaldo
S. Mohanty
R. Janetzke
J. Weldy
P. LaPlante
M. Smith
0. Pensado
S. Mayer
R. Benke

B. Hill
J. Stamatakos
D. Turner
J. Winterle
D. Hughson
G. Cragnolino
R. Pabalan
S. Hsiung

I
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April 24, 2000
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Dr. Gordon W. Wittmeyer
Manager, Performance Assessment
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses
6220 Culebra Road
P.O. DRAWER 28510
San Antonio, Texas 78228-0510

SUBJECT: ACCEPTANCE OF IM 20.01402.762.010, "TRANSMITTAL OF THE TPA

VERSION 4.0 CODE"

Dear Dr. Wittmeyer:

The Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) transmitted the subject

Intermediate Milestone (IM) on March 31, 2000. The transmitted program is acceptable and

fulfills the IM 20.01402.762.010 in the FY00 CNWRA Operations Plan. The program was

received on April 3, 1999. The TPA code will be made publicly available at the same time as

the associated User's Guide. The TPA Version 4.0 User's Guide is still under review at the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (301) 415-6628 or (jrf2@nrc.gov).

Sincerely,

L 1 ui ;/ _ - � I
--�UfL

James R. Firth, Element Manager
Total System Performance Assessment

and Integration KTI
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

cc: B. Meehan, CAB1/ADM
J. Linehan, PMDA
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CVi'JWR4 A center of excellence in earth sciences and engineering
A Division of Southwest Research Institute
6220 Culebra Road * San Antonio, Texas. U.S.A. 78228-5166 January 31, 2000
(210) 522-5160 * Fax (210) 522-5155 Contract No. NRC-02-97-009

Account No. 20.01402.761

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnmnission
ATTN: Ms. Deborah A. DeMarco
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards
Program Management, Policy Development, and Staff
Office of the Director
Mail Stop 8D-37
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Transmittal of a Paper to the Waste Management 2000 Conference

Dear Ms. DeMarco:

The purpose of this letter is to transmit for your programmatic review a paper entitled:

"Building confidence in U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission quantitative safety assessment
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ABSTRACT

To build confidence in its readiness to review the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) post closure safety case for the
proposed Yucca Mountain (YM) repository, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) undertook an independent peer
review of its Total System Performance Assessment (TSPA) methodology as embodied in the Total-system Performance
Assessment (TPA) Version 3.2 code. This peer review, organized by the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses,
was conducted by eight scientists and engineers from outside the NRC and DOE High-Level Waste program who have
expertise in material science, volcanology, hydrology, rock mechanics, geochemistry, radiation health physics, scenario
analysis, and performance assessment. Each external peer reviewer provided an independent report documenting the
strengths and weaknesses of the TPA code and TSPA approach and evaluating the suitability of the TPA Version 3.2
code for use in reviewing the DOE safety case for the proposed YM repository. The external reviewers were generally
quite positive about the quality of development of the TPA Version 3.2 code and were generally of the opinion that the
code was suitable for reviewing the DOE safety case. However, numerous suggestions were put forward by the
reviewers for improving the technical bases for the model abstractions and data used in the TPA Version 3.2 code and
the level of documentation used to support the TPA Version 3.2 code. The results of this peer review will be used to
guide the development of future versions of the TPA code.

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), with technical assistance from the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory
Analyses (CNWRA), has developed a series of Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) codes for use in
quantitatively evaluating the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) safety case for a proposed high-level radioactive waste
(HLW) repository at Yucca Mountain (YM), Nevada. These TPA codes have already been used to demonstrate the NRC
capability to conduct a performance assessment (PA) (1), to evaluate preliminary Total System Performance
Assessments (TSPA) conducted by the DOE [e.g., TSPA-95 (2)], and to investigate the safety case supporting the DOE
Viability Assessment (VA) (3). Ultimately, a version of the TPA code will be exercised by the NRC to aid in
determining if the quantitative basis of the safety case for YM presented in the anticipated DOE License Application
(LA) is sound.

APPROACH

Building confidence in a computer code requires, at a minimum, that the software developers implement adequate
procedural controls, prepare suitable documentation, and conduct appropriate code testing and benchmarking. However,
establishing the technical soundness of the code requires validation or verification of the underlying process models and
their abstractions. For a multidisciplinary software development project as complex as TPA, establishing technical
soundness may require the publication of peer-reviewed journal articles on the structure of, and results derived from,
the TPA code as well as the scientific basis for the data and conceptual models used in the code and the conduct of
coordinated technical and programmatic reviews by internal advisory committees, such as the Advisory Committee for
Nuclear Waste, or external, independent, peer-review groups. There are a number of peer-reviewed publications cited
in the TPA Version 3.2 User's Guide (4), that provides technical bases for selected model abstractions and input data.
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In addition, several papers have been submitted or will be submitted to peer-reviewed journals that describe the
development, structure, and results of the NRC TPA approach (e.g., Eisenberg et al., 19 99b; Mohanty et al., 1999c; Lu
and Mohanty, 1999"; and Jarzemba and Sagar, 19 9 9 '). Development of an extensive body of peer-reviewed literature
needed to support the TPA code is a time-consuming process and will continue in the future.

Conducting organized peer reviews by external experts to establish the technical or scientific merit of research and
development programs are a well-established practice among federal agencies (5). Because the timing and execution
of the peer-review process is largely controlled by the organizing body, an organized peer review can be an efficient
procedure for vetting a research and development program, and assure that abbreviated timeframes, typical of the HLW
program, are more readily met. Moreover, by conducting the review in a group setting, the external reviewers are able
to formulate more probing follow-up questions based on the synergism of group interactions. In addition, a greater
volume of background reading material can be provided to the reviewers than might be possible for peer reviews of
journal articles.

For agencies of the Federal Government, procedures for establishing and operating advisory committees and panels are
prescribed in the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) of 1972. FACA requires that advisory committees conduct
open meetings, publish timely meeting notices in the Federal Register, record detailed meeting minutes, make available
to the public all records of working papers and reports used by the committee, and have in attendance at each advisory
committee meeting a designated officer of the Federal Government.

Approximately 3 years ago, the DOE established a Performance Assessment Peer-Review Panel charged with providing
an independent evaluation of the TSPA-VA and suggestions for improving the TSPA approach to be used to support
the LA. The DOE Performance Assessment Peer Review Panel, which operated for approximately 21/2 yr under FACA
guidelines, produced three interim reports and one final report that reflected the consensus of the panel.

The NRC instructed CNWRA staff to conduct an organized peer review of the TPA Version 3.2 code and the overall
NRC TPA methodology. This review was not undertaken to obtain a consensus opinion from a panel and, therefore,
was not subject to FACA guidelines. Instead, the experts selected for the external review of the TPA Version 3.2 code
were asked to provide individual reports whose content would not be modified in this summary report. While reference
is made within this summary report to the "external review group (ERG)," it should not be construed that any of the
observations or recommendations presented here are the product of a group or consensus opinion. A summary of the
key results is provided in this paper; however, the reader is referred to Weldy (6) to examine in detail the specific
strengths and weaknesses of the TPA Version 3.2 code identified by the ERG.

THE EXTERNAL REVIEW GROUP

The members of the ERG were selected using a peer nomination process. One hundred twenty letters were sent to
members of the international PA community soliciting nominations for experts in eight general areas of technical
expertise which were identified as geochemistry, hydrology, material sciences and corrosion engineering, rock
mechanics and mining engineering, health physics, volcanology, overall PA, and features, events, and processes
analysis.

Fifty responses were received. Based on the number of nominations received, experts were identified by peer
acclamation (largest number of recommendations) in hydrology, geochemistry, overall PA, and FEP analysis.
Insufficient responses were received to provide a clear-cut preference in the remaining technical areas. Consequently,
technical staff at the CNWRA and NRC were asked to nominate reviewers to fill the remaining positions on the ERG.
A final short list of reviewers was identified for the eight positions on the ERG.

Selected nominees were contacted regarding availability and willingness to participate in the external review of the TPA
Version 3.2 code. Nominees were asked to provide information to assess any conflict-of-interest (COI). Eight
participants in the identified technical areas were selected based on availability and freedom from COI (Table I).
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Table I. Members of the external review group for the Total-system Performance Assessment code

Reviewer Affiliation Area of Expertise

Dr. Barry Brady University of Western Australia Rock Mechanics and
Perth, Australia Mining Engineering

Dr. Paul Delaney U.S. Geological Survey Volcanology
Flagstaff, Arizona

Dr. Ghislain de Marsily Laboratoire Gdologie Appliquee Hydrology
Universitd Pierre and Marie Curie
Paris, France

Dr. Robert Kelly University of Virginia Material Science and Corrosion
Charlottesville, Virginia Engineering

Dr. Gdrald Ouzounian Agence Nationale Pour La Gestion Des Ddchets Geochemistry
Radioactifs (ANDRA)
Chatenay-Malabry, France

Dr. Brian Thompson Independent Consultants Overall Performance
Twickenham, United Kingdom Assessment

Dr. Frits van Dorp Nationale Genossenschaft fur die Lagerung Features, Events, and Processes
Radioaktiver Abfalle (NAGRA) Analysis
Wettingen, Switzerland

Dr. F. Ward Whicker Colorado State University Health Physics
Ft. Collins, Colorado

Because of the uniqueness of the proposed repository at YM, technical expertise in the different components of the
repository was considered more relevant than familiarity with the DOE HLW disposal program.

Each member of the ERG was provided with the TPA 3.2 User's Guide (4) and the TPA 3.1 Sensitivity Analysis Report,
NUREG-1668(7), for their initial independent evaluation of the TPA Version 3.2 code.

In addition, references cited in the reports were provided to the reviewers upon request. The materials for review were
provided to the members of the ERG prior to the group meeting to allow them to familiarize themselves with the
conceptual approach to TPA used by the NRC and the CNWRA. Approximately 7 weeks were available to review the
material prior to meeting with CNWRA and NRC staffs in San Antonio, Texas. Final comments were provided by the
reviewers approximately 3-4 weeks after the meeting.

SCOPE OF THE EXTERNAL REVIEW

The overall goal of conducting the external review of the TPA Version 3.2 code was to receive an independent critical
evaluation of the NRC approach to PA from recognized authorities in fields of research that span the technical issues
considered in the TPA Version 3.2 code. The review included the TPA Version 3.2 code and associated documentation,
but not the NRC HLW program nor the regulations associated with the YM repository. Specifically, the ERG was
provided a list of primary goals for the review of the TPA Version 3.2 code. The reviewers were asked to (i) examine
the methods and assumptions of the NRC TPA studies as implemented in the TPA Version 3.2 code; (ii) recommend
improvements that could be made in subsequent revisions, modifications, and updates of the TPA code; (iii) evaluate
implementation of conceptual models, including parameter choices; and (iv) determine whether the NRC approach to
PA is suitable for achieving its objectives of reviewing the DOE safety case.
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In addition to these primary goals, the members of the ERG were given specific questions to consider in evaluating the
TPA Version 3.2 code.

* Is the TPA Version 3.2 code sufficiently complete?

- Are the included FEPs sufficient to provide credible results and meaningful insights? If the
included FEPs are not credible, can the nature and degree of conservatism be explained?

* Are the conceptual model abstractions and data defensible?

- Are the conceptual model abstractions and data appropriate for the spatial and temporal
scales being considered and for the selected performance measure?

- Are the model abstractions and data supported by site information or other related
information to ensure the credibility of the results? If they are not credible, can the nature
and degree of conservatism be explained?

- Is the documentation sufficient to provide an understanding of the approach?

- Is the level of conservatism and simplicity of approach appropriate considering the
regulatory role of the NRC?

* Are parameter values reasonable?

- Are the parameters used in the TPA Version 3.2 code appropriate to the abstractions?

- Is the functioning of the code adversely affected by the parameters or the ability to obtain
values for the parameters?

* What are the strengths and weaknesses of the TPA Version 3.2 code as a tool in supporting the NRC
licensing decision?

* What improvements to the code would panel members recommend considering the intended
application of the code to support the NRC licensing decision?

The reviewers were also requested to provide questions and discussion points for the staff prior to the 3-day meeting
in San Antonio, Texas.

RESULTS OF THE EXTERNAL REVIEW

This section provides a summary of the significant comments made by the external reviewers. For the full context of
the comments, refer to Weldy et al. (6), which include as appendices the reports prepared by each member of the ERG,
this paper makes no attempt to rebut any of the technical comments of the ERG-it is simply a summary of the findings.
In cases where the reviewers have misinterpretation of the abilities of the TPA Version 3.2 code in the reviewers
comments, however, a clarification of the capability of the code has been included.

The detailed technical presentations made by CNWRA and NRC staffs during the formal meeting relieved the initial
concerns of several external reviewers regarding the technical bases for the code. Additionally, many reviewers had
concerns about the quality assurance (QA) program under which the code was developed. These concerns were eased
by formal and informal briefings on the CNWRA software configuration control procedures. The need for briefing
indicates that the currently available background material on the TPA Version 3.2 code given to the reviewers prior to
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the formal meeting did not provide sufficient information about the technical underpinnings for the model abstractions,
input data, and probabilistic approaches embodied in the code.

Overall Impressions

General agreement among the reviewers was that the TPA Version 3.2 code is well developed and the
developers of the code are well qualified. There was general agreement that the code, with some improvements, is
sufficient in technical quality and flexibility to be used in the evaluation of the DOE safety case as long as the repository
design is similar to that described in the TSPA-VA (3). Despite this general appreciation for the technical content of
the code, most reviewers commented there were areas of the code that require additional research, particularly analyses
that extend beyond 10,000 yr.

Code documentation received mixed reviews from the group. Several reviewers concluded that the overall
documentation was adequate to support the models used by the code, but improved traceability is needed to locate
information in other documents. Additionally, the transparency of the code was impressive, and documentation of the
code and the ability to view intermediate outputs from the code prevented the code from being a "black box." Other
reviewers felt the documentation of the code and supporting models was inadequate and more documentation was
necessary to define the TPA Version 3.2 code role within the NRC HLW program and to provide information on how
the code was developed.

In general, the individual experts indicated that the QA program under which the code was developed seemed
appropriate for the purpose for which the code will be used. Several reviewers stated that for easy reference the QA
program should be clearly described in the code documentation. Additionally, one reviewer questioned why this QA
program, was not as stringent as the QA program required of the DOE TSPA code.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Total-system Performance Assessment Version 3.2 Code

The reviewers identified many strengths of the TPA Version 3.2 code. There was general agreement that most
of the modules in the code had strong technical bases, including field and laboratory data and detailed process modeling.
Several reviewers stated that the model abstractions and data in the code captured the important aspects of the physical
processes occurring at the YM site, and it did not appear that any FEPs likely to be important to performance of the
system had been omitted from the analyses. The reviewers noted that the disruptive scenarios modeled in the code were
appropriate for the YM site, except for human intrusion, which is not modeled in the TPA Version 3.2 code.

The structure and flexibility of the code were consistently cited as strengths of the code. Many reviewers noted
the probabilistic nature of the code was appropriate for the evaluation of the DOE safety case against the proposed
regulations for the repository. Specific compliments were given to the method used to treat the probability of disruptive
events and the large variety of input parameter distributions available within the code. Several reviewers commented
that the simple, clear structure of the code helped people understand the functioning of the TPA Version 3.2 code. One
reviewer noted that the simplicity of the abstractions made it possible to conduct a large number of PA calculations in
a timely way and thus reduced statistical uncertainty in the results by improving the convergence of the results to a stable
mean dose history. However, another reviewer commented that the NRC staff did not seem to place an appropriate level
of attention on demonstrating that the results of the code did converge. The flexibility of the code was noted by several
reviewers as a strength, based on both the ability of the code to model many different hypotheses and different design
options, and the modular structure of the code to allow process-level models to be easily incorporated into the code.
Several reviewers, however, noted that the flexibility of the code could be improved.

Documentation was cited by most reviewers as a strength of the TPA Version 3.2 code. Code documentation
would be particularly useful for users of the code familiar with the YM program. Specific aspects of the User's Guide
noted by several reviewers as useful include clear description of the model abstractions and data, identification of
assumptions and weaknesses for each of the modules of the code, and inclusion of the reference data set, which
contained references and justification for many of the values and distributions used to define input parameters. The
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transparency of the code was also cited as a strength, noting the information in input and output files from modules was
clearly described in the documentation.

Finally, the extensive use of sensitivity analyses was cited as a strength of the code. Many reviewers
commented that the use of these analyses provided significant insights into the workings of the code and should be
viewed as a "notable achievement."

The reviewers noted many weaknesses associated with the TPA Version 3.2 code and its documentation.
Several reviewers cited problems in the conceptual models, which will be detailed in the next section. Many reviewers
observed that the code did not account for various couplings among FEPs, which potentially could have a significant
effect on the performance of the system. The user interface of the code is poor and the code could be made much easier
to use and understand with a pre-processor to create input files and a post processor to display code output and perform
statistical and sensitivity analyses.

The majority of the weaknesses identified involved code documentation. Several reviewers stated that the TPA
Version 3.2 code needs a more complete system of documentation for people outside the HLW program to understand
fully the capabilities of the code and the technical work that supports the model abstractions in the code. It was
recommended that the documentation for the code should contain a better description of the NRC HLW program and
how the TPA Version 3.2 code fits within the program. Several reviewers stated that the method used to determine
whether to include or exclude FEPs, and interactions among FEPs, in the TPA Version 3.2 code should be documented.
This documentation could also track how FEPs are treated in different scenarios, different process-level models, and
different code modules. Additionally, several reviewers thought that the basis for selecting the radionuclides tracked
in the TPA Version 3.2 code should be clearly identified and consistently followed. Other reviewers felt that additional
documentation was needed for assumptions made in modules and data and that the documentation for these assumptions
should be traced back more easily to technical documents. The level of QA, verification, and validation in the code
needed more visibility in the documentation. Reviewers thought that the lack of a document describing how to design
and implement new modules was a weakness of the code. One reviewer commented that a logical flow chart illustrating
the links between modules would improve the transparency of the code.

Technical Comments

Relevant to the Entire Code

Several external reviewer comments were relevant to the entire code. Thompson suggested that the code
maintain an overall mass balance for the entire repository system to ensure that material is not inadvertently lost or
double counted during the execution of the code. Ouzounian and van Dorp indicated that the code needs a better basis
for the selection of radionuclides to consider in the analysis.

Thompson commented that the excessive use of constants in the input data set could lead to an underestimation
of the uncertainty in the system and that the use of unbounded Gaussian distributions is unwarranted as the truncation
of the distribution could be questioned. Thompson and van Dorp noted that parameter uncertainty may dilute the
calculated risk from the repository system; while Thompson indicated that as long as the mean of the distribution was
the best estimate for the parameter value, this uncertainty may not be a concern. Van Dorp also recommended that the
uncertainty in knowledge of processes should be evaluated and documented. Thompson recommended evaluation of
the implications of differing opinions when using expert elicitation to determine input parameter ranges and shapes.
Thompson also recommended reanalyzing the parameter subranges and important subsystems of those realizations that
contribute most to the overall risk to ensure the modeling is appropriate for these higher risk realizations.

Thompson stated that Latin Hypercube Sampling may not be the most efficient type of random sampling that
could be used and suggested consideration of Importance Sampling. Van Dorp cautioned against imposing too many
simplifications into the TPA Version 3.2 code to improve the efficiency of the code because these simplifications can
reduce transparency and lead to unexplainable results.
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Thompson had several suggestions about using the TPA Version 3.2 code to compare design options or
conceptual models. He was concerned that the excessive use of conservative assumptions in the modeling may lead to
unrealistic estimates of the mean, which could affect comparisons between different design options. Additionally, he
recommended that comparisons between alternative conceptual models and design options should include the
uncertainty in the results, as opposed to simply comparing the mean dose curves.

Unsaturated Zone Flow Above the Repository Module

Although de Marsily indicated he believed the infiltration rates calculated by the unsaturated zone flow module
for both the present and future climates are reasonable, he had concerns that the climate cycle used in the code is too
simple and may not adequately represent the Milankovitch cycle, which may impact timing of the infiltration increase.
Additionally, de Marsily suggested the TPA code should consider that the distribution of rain throughout the year may
change with the climate. Both de Marsily and van Dorp had concerns about the assumption that neglecting runoff was
conservative because water that runs off from one area may collect in small depressions or more permeable areas, which
may reduce evaporation and increase total infiltration. The TPA Version 3.2 code assumes that plants growing on YM
would decrease infiltration due to evapotranspiration and, conservatively, neglects these effects. However, de Marsily
indicated this assumption needs to be investigated because the presence of biota on the ground surface can significantly
increase the permeability of the soil. Finally, de Marsily expressed concern that the code did not consider the potential
that fault movement, or widening fractures caused by the thermal load, might increase infiltration into the mountain.

Near-Field Environment Module

Several experts had concerns about the assumptions and data associated with the near-field environment
module. De Marsily recommended performing the thermal calculations with a three-dimensional (3D) model to produce
more accurate estimates of the temperature profiles within the drift. A 3D model would eliminate several assumptions
currently made in the thermal calculation, including the potential for underestimating the temperature of the waste
package (WP) surface by assuming a uniform distribution in space of the heat flux and the use of an effective axial
length of the WP to calculate the heat transfer from the WP to the drift wall. A 3D model would also enable calculation
of the temperature variation from canister to canister because of differences in waste characteristics. These temperature
differences may have a significant effect when the temperature at the canister surface drops below the boiling point.

Kelly and Ouzounian expressed concern that the chemical composition of the water contacting the WPs was
poorly understood. Ouzounian did not believe that the chemical composition of J-13 well water was necessarily
representative of water that would be found in the unsaturated zone at the repository horizon. He and Kelly noted that
minimal data are available to determine evaporation and condensation effects associated with the reflux process on water
chemistry and more experimental data were needed to define this process. Both reviewers indicated that additional
detailed modeling of thermal effects on chemical composition of water contacting the WP was necessary.

De Marsily and Kelly had concerns about the justification for the factors sampled in the TPA Version 3.2 code
to determine the quantity of water dripping onto and into the WP. Both reviewers indicated that the current values for
the F., F..,, and Fwr, factors are not defensible in any scientific way, and additional detailed modeling to provide an
acceptable range of uncertainty for these parameters is needed. In contrast, Ouzounian indicated that the conceptual
model used to represent dripping on WPs is attractive and praised the analyses performed to determine these parameters.
However, he questioned the assumption that dripping would occur only when infiltration exceeds the hydraulic
conductivity of the rock. Ouzounian also commented that keeping the F,, factor constant through time was not
conservative because the fraction of water that enters the WP will increase as the WP degrades. He recommended
tracking the size of pits in the WP surface to improve the estimate of the quantity of water entering the WP. Several
experts indicated that additional couplings between the dripping model and other FEPs should be considered. Kelly
recommended that the dripping abstraction should be coupled to fracture flow and suggested that the dripping
abstraction should consider the effects of collapsed drifts on infiltration rates.
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Finally, van Dorp, Brady, and de Marsily indicated that the TPA Version 3.2 code should consider the effects
of increased temperatures on the rock surrounding the repository. Brady indicated that thermal expansion of the rock
between the drifts could cause a reduction in the vertical permeability in this rock and reduce the amount of refluxed
water that drains between the drifts. De Marsily commented that the thermal stresses could affect the quantity of rock
that could fall during a seismic event. Van Dorp stated thermal stresses caused by temperature increases could reactivate
faults in the repository area.

Failure of the Engineered Barrier System Due to Corrosion Module

Kelly declared development of the EBSFAIL module was "one of the most noteworthy achievements in
corrosion engineering in the last 50 years." Despite this praise, concerns were raised with the WP corrosion modeling.
Ouzounian and Kelly indicated that a better understanding of the chemical environment on the surface of the WP was
necessary to determine the corrosion potential that will develop. Kelly and de Marsily expressed concern about the use
of only a few years of data to predict corrosion processes for tens to hundreds of thousands of years. Kelly suggested
further research was needed to assess the effects of localized corrosion due to the importance of the long-lived WP, but
added that the basic model was excellent.

Several reviewers suggested that additional processes should be considered in the corrosion model. Kelly and
de Marsily recommended determining if water-saturated rocks contacting the WP could influence the WP degradation
rate because of crevice corrosion. Kelly indicated that the code should be able to model peroxide production on the WP
surface caused by radiolysis, if a WP with thinner walls allowing higher surface radiation fluxes is used, Kelly also
recommended that the effects of sulfur be modeled because sulfur is reported to be present in the drifts and is known
to lead to faster uniform corrosion of nickel-based alloys. Both Kelly and van Dorp indicated that the code should be
able to account for coupling between the corrosion and mechanical failure models, such as rockfall-induced
stress-corrosion cracking. Kelly and van Dorp also indicated that the effects on the corrosion rate of welds and
interactions between the dissimilar materials making up the WP should be evaluated. Kelly indicated that for some
corrosion resistant alloys, it is worse for the material to be in contact with a less corrosion resistant material than a
deformable crevice. Van Dorp also commented that increasing the ventilation in the repository could increase the salt
content of solutions that enter the drift, and thereby increase the corrosion rate of the WP. De Marsily commented that
WPs with relatively low activity waste could have an outer surface that is cooler than the drift wall and serve as a
condensation surface, which would influence the corrosion rate. Kelly stated the corrosion model should be able to
determine the pit density on the WP through time to calculate the amount of water that can enter the WP, which is likely
to increase through time.

Release From the Engineered Barrier System Module

The primary concern about the models in EBSREL was that the chemistry of the water within the WP is not
well understood. As indicated earlier, Ouzounian did not believe that J-13 well water would be representative of water
found in the unsaturated zone prior to entering the WP. Kelly commented that the code should evaluate the effect of
constituents from the container materials on the water chemistry because reactions between the water and the materials
in the WP may lead to elevation of solution pH within the package. This elevation may affect the dissolution rate and
nature of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) reaction products. Kelly recommended investigating if equilibrium may be
achieved for one component of the SNF that dominates the local pH, which may lead to incongruent dissolution of other
fuel components.

Ouzounian indicated that current modeling of the SNF dissolution rate may be overly conservative because
the consideration of secondary minerals may lower the dissolution rate by several orders of magnitude. He indicated
that the three orders of magnitude difference in dissolution rates between the natural analog and base models shows that
more research is needed to reduce uncertainty in the model. He also commented that the mineral phases in the SNF need
to be well characterized because the dissolution rate of SNF typically is approximately 100 times that of fresh fuel.
Ouzounian recommended providing the rationale for excluding radiolytic effects on SNF dissolution rates.
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Ouzounian indicated that the inventory of radionuclides in the gap and grain boundaries seemed reasonable,
but more justification was needed for these values. De Marsily stated that the early release of fission products located
at fuel grain boundaries does not seem to be properly addressed. Van Dorp stated the code documentation does not
indicate that the gap inventory is properly accounted for, but following discussions during the formal meeting, he
asserted that the gap inventory is appropriately considered in the code.

For the bathtub model of water contacting the SNF, Kelly commented that radionuclides could be released from
fuel above the waterline by water dripping on and running down the fuel or by humid air corrosion. He recommended
consideration of these processes. Ouzounian indicated that the long-term behavior of fuel cladding was difficult to
predict and agreed with the approach in which limited credit is taken for the cladding.

Unsaturated Zone Flow and Transport Below the Repository Module

De Marsily indicated that the model used for unsaturated zone flow and transport (UZFT) is generally adequate
and consistent with available 36C1 data for YM. De Marsily did not agree, however, that radionuclides in fractures in
one unsaturated zone layer would reenter the matrix when they entered an unsaturated zone layer in which matrix flow
dominated. Instead, he thought it was likely that the fracture would continue through all layers below it until the
radionuclides reached the saturated zone. He recommended that in simulating the transport of radionuclides, those
radionuclides that have already entered the fractures be forced to remain in the fractures until reaching the water table,
unless they are removed by matrix diffusion.

Several reviewers commented that the groundwater flow modeling was not flexible enough to consider some
potentially significant processes. De Marsily commented that assuming the thermal pulse had no effect on the
groundwater hydrology below the repository was not defensible. He indicated that juvenile failures could lead to early
releases from the WP, and the UZFT model would not appropriately model the transport of these radionuclides through
the unsaturated zone. Thompson and van Dorp stated that the code should consider the effects of faulting, seismicity,
and volcanism on the groundwater flow system.

Whicker commented that the assumption of no retardation in fractures seemed overly conservative because it
is likely that some fine material would collect in the fractures and provide a surface for retardation of radionuclides.
Van Dorp commented that sorption coefficient (Kd) values for all chemically similar elements, not just a few actinides,
should be correlated because these values will tend to have comparable behavior under similar chemical conditions.
Van Dorp and Whicker both noted that the code should account for colloid transport; although van Dorp indicated that
zero retardation in fractures can adequately, though conservatively, model colloidal transport. Whicker also commented
that the Kd value for plutonium seemed low.

Saturated Zone Flow and Transport Module

The basis for the saturated zone flow and transport (SZFT) module received numerous comments from the
external reviewers. De Marsily, in particular, felt that the available hydrogeologic data were insufficient to justify the
SZFI' model. He indicated that the U.S. Geological Survey data on which the SZFT model is based provide insufficient
information to develop a suitable transport model. As for the SZFT modeling itself, he questioned the use of streamtubes
because the assumption of isotropic flow in the volcanic tuff is not defensible. He stated that the flow direction through
the carbonate aquifer must be determined to define a recipient zone and that flow in the tuff cannot be modeled as an
equivalent porous medium, especially if a well can be drilled in the tuff (which could occur only if the receptor was
located less than 10 km from the repository). He commented that layering of the alluvium must be characterized to
perform defensible dilution calculations and modeling of matrix diffusion using a linear exchange coefficient in the
transport model is crude and should be modified. Based on this lack of data, he recommended replacing the SZFT model
with a simple conservative model that transports all the water and radionuclides that reach the saturated zone to a
community well with little or no retardation.
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Whicker questioned the assumption that there is no lateral dispersion in the streamtubes and whether the entire
radionuclide plume will be captured by wells. De Marsily, Thompson, and van Dorp commented that climate change
may alter the saturated zone flow pattern due to the rising water table. Thompson and van Dorp indicated that the
saturated zone flow pattern could also be altered by disruptive events including seismicity, faulting, and volcanism,
which should be considered. Ouzounian suggested more investigation of the spatial variability of geochemical properties
of fracture surfaces and the rock matrix and the heterogeneity of transport pathways at pore scale and formation scale,
to determine if these variables could have a significant effect on performance.

Dose Conversion of Radionuclides in Groundwater Module

Overall, reviewers seemed to agree with the use of dose conversion factors (DCFs) in the dose conversion of
radionuclides in groundwater module. Several recommendations were made by the reviewers to improve the modeling
of DCFs. Whicker recommended using a range of DCF values instead of the mean values in the TPA Version 3.2 code
to appropriately capture the uncertainty in the DCF values in the calculations. Whicker and van Dorp both commented
that the code should model the buildup of radionuclides in the soil due irrigation with contaminated water and
reincorporation of contaminated plant and animal wastes. Whicker recommended conducting a study to determine site-
specific, plant-to-soil concentration ratios and feed transfer coefficients because these typically vary significantly from
site to site. Whicker also commented that the consideration of only the drinking water pathway may be nonconservative
for the receptor location less than 10 km from the repository if the residents at that location purchase food from
Amargosa Valley or maintain a garden at that location. Whicker and de Marsily commented that the dose from water
used in "swamp coolers" and humidifiers should be considered in the DCFs. De Marsily also stated that assuming a
water consumption rate of 2 L/day may be nonconservative in an arid environment such as southern Nevada.

Failure of the Engineered Barrier System Due to Seismic Events Module

The experts who reviewed the SEISMO module indicated that the model was implemented correctly, and the
assumption of no backfill was conservative, yet improvements could be made to the model. Brady indicated this could
be accomplished by using a 3D finite element analysis to evaluate interactions between the rock and WP when both are
in motion and between WP damage and rupture based on the principles of fracture mechanics. Brady and van Dorp
indicated that the thermal stresses created by waste emplacement could cause rock slip on existing faults and increase
the seismicity of the region. Thompson, van Dorp, and Brady stated that the occurrence of seismicity, faulting, and
igneous activity should be correlated, whereas Delaney indicated that, because igneous activity initiates at depth, it may
not be correlated to surface ground motion. Thompson commented that, for time periods of interest longer than 10,000
yr, larger seismic events than are currently possible may need to be modeled in the code.

Failure of the Engineered Barrier System Due to Faulting Events Module

Brady commented that the method used to calculate the recurrence rate of faulting in the repository region is
scientifically sound and provided several suggestions on improvements to modeling the consequences of the faulting
event in the FAULTO module. Brady suggested more research to determine the threshold fault displacement that will
cause rupture of the WP. He also commented that the code should be able to consider modes of damage other than
complete rupture of the WP, such as an increase in corrosion rate because of stresses placed on the WP during the event.
Brady suggested that several processes may have the potential to initiate fault slip, including seismic events and the
thermal stresses arising from repository heating of the rock. Finally, he indicated the assumption there is no backfill in
the repository would be nonconservative for the FAULTO module if the design of the repository changes from that
specified in TSPA-VA (3) and backfill is actually used.

Failure of the Engineered Barrier System Due to Igneous Activity Module

Delaney indicated that the probability of volcanism within the repository area is well determined, and modeling
release with the VOLCANO module is acceptable. Thompson commented that, for time periods of interest longer than
10,000 yr, the code may need to model multiple volcanic events impinging on the repository. Kelly indicated that the
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assumption that all WPs contacted by magma fail may be overly conservative, because 22C is unlikely to melt at a magma
temperature of 1 ,100 'C. He acknowledged, however, that the containers could experience creep, leading to failure, and
the interplay between the stresses in the WP caused by the eruption and the creep rates is unknown. De Marsily
suggested that the code should consider other effects of volcanism besides direct release, including failure of WPs not
directly exhumed and changes in groundwater flow patterns. The former effect is included in the TPA Version 3.2 code,
but the documentation should be improved.

Airborne Transport of Ash Module

Delaney's review of the ASHPLUMO module code concluded that, although the module is based on an
empirical ash-dispersal model, improved models would improve the results only marginally. He recommended a research
program to develop more sophisticated ash-dispersal models to compare with the results of the Suzuki model and to
develop a better basis for input parameters for the code. Delaney and van Dorp recommended additional consideration
be given to transport of ash in directions other than toward the critical group during the eruption. Delaney suggested
collecting data on the wind direction, speed, and atmospheric stability at the expected heights of the ash clouds and
integrating the ash-fragment paths through changing wind conditions throughout transport. Van Dorp also suggested
that the assumption that waste is homogeneously distributed in the ash, and not concentrated in thin layers within the
blanket, be reevaluated.

Removal of Radionuclides from an Ash Blanket Module

Delaney commented that the ASHRMOVO module handled well the travel of radionuclides after deposition
on the ground caused by a volcanic event. He suggested determination of the dose effect of radioactive material
deposited close to the volcanic event and later redistributed and redeposited at the critical group location by fluvial
processes. Radionuclide is his primary concern with the TPA code.

Dose Conversion of Radionuclides on the Ground Surface Module

The experts who reviewed the dose conversion of radionuclides on the ground surface (DCAGS) module
commented that the use of DCFs to convert soil concentrations to doses was reasonable. Whicker' s comment that the
DCFs should be assigned a range of values because of their uncertainty applies to the DCAGS module as well.
Additionally, Thompson commented that the influence of volcanic deposits on soil characteristics should be considered
in the derivation of DCFs in the code.

Documentation and Quality Assurance

Many comments were received from the experts concerning the level of documentation of the TPA Version 3.2
code. Some reviewers were impressed with the documentation, but many felt the documentation was inadequate and
had suggestions to improve it.

The most common criticism of the documentation was about inadequate description of the selection of the FEPs
to be modeled in the code. Most reviewers commented that a systematic process should be developed to identify relevant
FEPs and interactions between these FEPs. The documentation of the code should justify the inclusion and exclusion
of FEPs so that reviewers of the code can assess the completeness of the code. Additionally, van Dorp suggested that
this documentation should indicate how the FEPs were modeled in different modules in the code and different process
level models to help ensure the consistency of the code. Several reviewers suggested that this FEPs identification
process be conducted independently by the NRC, without reliance on the current DOE list.

Several reviewers felt that the User's Guide by itself was an inadequate document to provide a comprehensive
review of the approach taken by NRC to analyze the DOE safety case. The reviewers indicated that a document was
needed to explain the assessment context for which the TPA Version 3.2 code was being developed and how the code
will be used by the NRC in evaluating the DOE safety case. Van Dorp recommended including a discussion in the
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User's Guide of the advantages and disadvantages of using a total-system code instead of individual subsystem codes
or process-level models.

Reviewers indicated that the model development process should be made more traceable. Ouzounian suggested
the addition of simple flow charts to the User's Guide to demonstrate how information is transferred between code
modules. Thompson suggested each of the TPA modules should be documented, including the entire chain of reasoning
that led to the development, and van Dorp commented this system should include the rationale for selecting the
conceptualization used in the module. This chain of documentation would help put the TPA Version 3.2 code in a
framework consisting of past and future project phases. Additionally, van Dorp and Ouzounian suggested that the
description of modules should include a summary of limitations and boundaries of applicability of the modules and data
to ensure that computation is not performed outside the domain of validity. Thompson and van Dorp commented that
data should be traceable from laboratory or field testing through incorporation into the code via input parameters or
model abstraction. Ouzounian, Thompson, and Kelly recommended providing road maps to trace particular issues
through sets of related documents. Thompson recommended identifying site-specific data as opposed to data from the
literature, and determining whether the DOE data and assumptions used in the TPA Version 3.2 code have undergone
independent review by NRC staff prior to use in the code.

Several reviewers commented that the inclusion of the reference data set in the User's Guide was an effective
way to summarize data and provide links to the source of the data. Van Dorp and Thompson both indicated, however,
that the current version of the reference data set provides insufficientj ustification for many parameters and needs further
development to be useful. Delaney indicated that a strong body of fundamental scientific research is needed to justify
parameter values in the code.

Thompson recommended clearly explaining the assessment toolkit from a software engineering standpoint,
including a description of the structure of the codes and how data are transferred between modules. Whicker suggested
adding a more complete description of the GENII-S code and the parameters used to calculate DCFs in the User's
Guide. Kelly and Thompson both precisely very detailed suggestions for developing documentation systems that could
be used to support the TPA Version 3.2 code.

Most reviewers felt the level of QA for code development was adequate for the planned use of the code, and
the QA program provided confidence in the results of the models. In fact, Brady was particularly complimentary and
noted "the code is developed in an environment of rigorous configuration management." However, de Marsily
questioned why the NRC TPA code was developed at a lower level of QA than the DOE TSPA code. Most reviewers
mentioned that the QA program and software standards under which the TPA Version 3.2 code was developed should
be documented in the User's Guide.

Brady indicated that additional verification of the entire code should be attempted and suggested two possible
methods. The first would be to construct a prototype to represent the entire repository system. The second would be to
modify the TPA Version 3.2 code input data set to model a natural analog, such as the Pefia Blanca uranium ore body,
and compare the TPA Version 3.2 code estimates of radionuclide transport to measured values. De Marsily
recommended benchmarking the TPA Version 3.2 code by comparing its outcome with a similar calculation done on
the DOE TSPA code, using similar input data and scenarios. Whicker suggested verifying the results of the GENII-S
code used to generate DCFs using another standard industry code or comparing the results to real data.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The external reviewers were generally positive about the quality in developing the TPA Version 3.2 code and considered
the code suitable for reviewing the DOE TSPA in support of the LA. During the July 1999 meetings, a number of the
external experts revealed their misgivings about the technical bases for the code which were largely allayed by the
detailed technical presentations made by CNWRA and NRC staffs. The experts felt that the background reading material
given to them prior to the 3-day meeting did not provide sufficient information. There was a sense among the experts
that the lack of formal documentation associated with the TPA Version 3.2 code inadequately details the sound technical
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underpinnings for the model abstractions, input data, parameter values, and probabilistic approaches embodied in the
code. Concerns by a number of the external reviewers regarding the rigor of the QA program under which the TPA
Version 3.2 code was developed were also eased by formal and informal briefings on CNWRA configuration control
QA procedures and a visit to the CNWRA QA records vault.

There was a general feeling that many of the initial concerns of the external reviewers would have been avoided had
more effort been devoted to developing a system for tracking and identifying all of the documents that support the TPA
Version 3.2 code. Indeed, a major criticism, made by the majority of reviewers, was that the level of documentation is
insufficient in the TPA Version 3.2 code. In particular, the experts suggested that the transparency of the processes and
physical interactions in the TPA Version 3.2 code would be greatly enhanced by producing documentation detailing the
methods used to screen FEPs. Such documentation should perhaps include FEPs interaction diagrams. Although several
of the experts thought that the effort to trace the sources of the input data in the TPA User's Guide was commendable,
others felt the effort fell short of that required for a thorough review of a safety assessment.

There was general agreement that the modules in the TPA Version 3.2 code had solid technical bases and that the model
abstractions and data included in these modules captured the important physical processes occurring at YM.
Nonetheless, the experts provided many suggestions for improving the technical bases of the code. An over-arching
theme of many of the experts' suggestions focused on why the code did not include or explain the exclusion of various
coupled processes. In particular, several of the external reviewers noted the code does not adequately address the
coupled thermal-hydrological-mechanical-chemical processes arising from the decay heat of the emplaced waste. Some
of the external reviewers also felt that the interdependence of seismicity, tectonism, and volcanism warranted greater
consideration. The external reviewers proposed other technical improvements to the TPA modules not summarized in
this paper. There was particular concern that the level of understanding of the saturated zone hydrogeology at YM is
insufficient to support the development of a credible transport model.

Many of the technical improvements suggested by the external reviewers can and will be implemented in Versions 4.0
and 5.0 of the TPA code. The primary basis for deciding which technical improvements will be added to future versions
of the TPA code will be the effect the suggested change has on reducing uncertainty in the performance calculation (i.e.,
dose to the critical group). Those improvements requiring additional site-specific data may not be implemented until
new data are gathered by DOE during the performance confirmation period. Consideration may be given to developing
a subset of the supporting documents recommended by Thompson and Kelly to facilitate use of the TPA code during
the LA review and to build public confidence in the decision-making process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This software requirements description (SRD) documents the modifications to be made in updating the

Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) code to version 4.0. The modifications to the TPA code

described in this SRD were identified in response to repository design changes in EDA-il and discussions

with Key Technical Issues (KTIs) leads to improve the capability of the TPA code as a review tool. In the

period between the SRD for version' 3.2 and this SRD for version 4.0, some minor modifications were made

to the TPA code. These modifications were documented in a series of software change requests, which are

maintained in the quality assurance folder at the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA).

Two general categories of modifications are outlined in chapters 2 and 3 of this SRD for version 4.0 as

proposed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and CNWRA staff. Chapter 2 includes

modifications to the TPA code that are intended to address U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) design changes

in EDA-il and reflects new data, increased knowledge of the repository system, and conceptual model

improvements. Chapter 2 of the SRD outlines TPA code system-level enhancements.

2 PROCESS-LEVEL MODIFICATIONS

2.1 SOFTWARE FUNCTION

2.1.1 Waste Package Lifetime and Spent Fuel Release

The following modifications to be made to the TPA code will affect the calculation of the waste

package (WP) lifetime and spent fuel (SF) release:

* Experimentally measured values of the temperature dependence for the passive corrosion

rate and corrosion potential calculations that include radiolysis effects via H202 will be

introduced into the TPA code by changing input parameter values in tpa.inp. Additionally,

the time history of corrosion potential for all realizations will be written to an output file.

Currently, these data are written to an output file, but this file is overwritten in the

subsequent realizations.

* The corrosion rate of the welds will be computed in thefailtf stand-alone code and used

with the inner and outer overpack corrosion rates to calculate the WP failure time. Corrosion

parameters for the welds will be added to tpa.inp. The corrosion of welds is not currently

evaluated in the TPA code. This change is contingent upon the timely modifications to the

failt.f to be made by the Container Life and Source Term KTI.

* An abstraction of the drip shield failure time, a new component introduced in the EDA-il

design changes, will be added to the tpa.inp file in the form of a distribution function for the

failure time.

* The effects of the drip shield, which is an EDA-il design change, on the amount of water

contacting a WP with and without backfill will be evaluated by supplying a data file

generated in an auxiliary analysis that contains the time history of the WP wetting
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parameters, Fmu,, and F... In the current version of the TPA code, these two parameters are

sampled using distributions specified in tpa.inp.

* Input parameters in tpa.inp for SF dissolution models 1 and 2 will be modified for

determining waste form degradation, including cladding degradation, based on input from

the near-field environment (NFENV) KTI and review of literature data. The pre-exponential

coefficient in SF dissolution model 2 will be a sampled parameter specified in tpa.inp,

instead of being set at a constant value, as is done in the current version of the TPA code.

* New data for the WP material types of the inner and outer overpack in the EDA-il design
will be added to tpa.inp.

* The TPA code will be modified to provide the user a choice of selecting the mode of water

contacting the SF (bathtub or flow through) for each failure type. This change will require

modifications to the releasetf stand-alone code. Currently, one mode selected at the

beginning of a TPA run applies to all failure types.

2.1.2 Unsaturated and Saturated Zone Flow and Transport

Modifications to the TPA code related to the unsaturated zone (UZ) and saturated zone (SZ) flow

and transport involve (i) computing shallow infiltration above the repository, (ii) specifying the thickness

of UZ hydrostratigraphic units below the repository, (iii) varying the length of the alluvium in the SZ,

(iv) assigning a matrix diffusion rate in the tuff layer, (v) evaluating the aqueous transport of C-14 from the

repository to the receptor location, and (vi) determining fracture/matrix interaction in the UZ.

* The computation of shallow infiltration will be enhanced to consider effects that are not

modeled in the current version of the TPA code using recently developed relationships and

a digital elevation model to account for (i) shallow soil over either a fracture-filled

continuum or over bedrock and (ii) vegetation for bedrock. The regression equation used for

determining infiltration will be modified to include these effects and a file with the fracture

and bedrock characteristics data will be added. These changes reflect increased

understanding and new data for the infiltration processes at Yucca Mountain (YM) as

described in Winterle et al. (1999).

* The thickness of the CHnv and UCF units specified in tpa.inp for each subarea in the UZ

beneath the repository will be modified based on new data collected from boreholes in the

vicinity of the YM repository as described in Winterle et al. (1999).

* The length of the SZ alluvium unit will be modified from a constant value specified in a data

file to a sampled parameter in tpa.inp that will be scaled for each streamtube to reflect

differences in overall streamtube length. This change accounts for the uncertainly in the

location of the tuff/alluvium interface.

* Values for the diffusion rate and immobile phase porosity of the tuff will be specified in

tpa.inp to model matrix diffusion in the SZ as described in Winterle et al. (1999). The

current version of the TPA code possesses the capability to account for matrix diffusion, but

the calculations are not activated.
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* The sampled distribution in tpa.inp for the present-day area-averaged mean annual

infiltration will be updated to reflect results from recently conducted physically-based

modeling simulations.

* To probe DOE's analysis of C-14 transport in the groundwater pathway, the TPA code will

be modified to model transport of C- 14 from the WP to the receptor location. Currently, the

C-14 release rate from the engineered barrier systems is set to zero for the UZ and SZ

transport calculations.

* In the TPA code, whether water flows in the fracture or matrix in the UZ, is determined on

the basis of the average UZ flow rate during the time period of interest (TPI). But the

average UZ flow may switch from predominately fracture flow (or vice versa) depending

on the TPI. As a result, if the average flow in the UZ is predominantly matrix flow for the

104 yr TPI, flow during the first 104 yr of a 1 O yr TPI simulation could be interpreted by the

TPA code as predominantly fracture flow because of high flow rates at longer time. This

switching makes the TPA outputs inconsistent and difficult to compare. A modification will

be made to the TPA code to determine whether flow is in the fracture or matrix of a unit

based on the average flow rate at two different periods, the compliance period and the TPI.

2.1.3 Determination of Receptor Dose

In the current version of the TPA code, dose to the receptor group is computed using mean values

of the dose conversion factors (DCFs). These DCFs were calculated in a off-line analysis performed with

the GENI-S code (Leigh et al., 1993), which estimates radiation dose to humans arising from radionuclides

in the environment. To represent variability in the DCFs, provide flexibility in defining the exposure

scenario, and allow for probabilistic sampling of the biosphere and exposure scenario parameters, the

GENII-S code will be incorporated into the TPA version 4.0 code as a module. It's incorporation will require

that approximately 45 exposure-related parameters be introduced in the TPA code for sampling purposes.

Data files containing the DCFs in the current version of the TPA code will be removed.

2.1.4 Igneous Activity

Changes to the computation of dose from igneous activity (IA) will allow greater flexibility in

specifying the number of WPs failed in an igneous event as well as in the temporal variation in the

resuspension of ash (i.e., mass loading factor). These two changes are described below.

Currently, the TPA code determines the number of WPs disturbed in an igneous event from

the fraction of the repository area affected using the sampled dimensions of the conduit and

the associated dike. Recent physical modeling studies of repository-magma interactions,

suggest changes in the WP entrainment mechanics. The TPA code will be modified to

sample two new parameters in tpa.inp for the number of WPs that are (i) entrained and

(ii) impacted by magma flow into the drift. Thus, the number of WPs failed by these two

mechanisms will be externally constructed and specified as an input parameter. The sampled

values for the number of WPs failed in an igneous event by these two mechanisms will be

allocated to each subarea in proportion to the number of WPs present in that subarea.
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The resuspension of ash, or mass loading, will be made time dependent instead of constant
in the current version of the TPA code by sampling two new parameters in tpa.inp that
specify a linear relationship between mass loading and time. These time varying values for
the mass loading provide a more realistic representation of ash resuspension.

2.1.5 Geochemistry

The TPA code will be modified to compute sorption coefficients as a function of pH and carbon
dioxide partial pressure and an abstracted model will be incorporated into the TPA code to account for
colloid transport in the UZ and SZ. Because limited information is available at this time, these changes will
be implemented for a limited set of radioelements (U, Pu, Th, Np, and Am). The following discussion
describes these two changes.

* In the current version of the TPA code, sorption coefficients are specified as tpa.inp

parameters for each of the seven UZ and SZ hydrostratigraphic units and each of the
16 radioelements. The new approach as described in appendix A will be more efficient than
the methodology used in the current version of the TPA code, because the large number of
sorption parameters and correlations in tpa.inp will be replaced by a single correlation
between pH and the carbon dioxide partial pressure. Modifications will be made to the TPA
code to compute sorption coefficients for U, Pu, Th, Np, and Am in the UZ
hydrostratigraphic units and SZ tuff using a radioelement-specific value for the intermediate
parameter KA normalized with a hydrostratigraphic-unit specific effective surface area. The
parameter KA which is a function of sampled parameters pH and the carbon dioxide partial
pressure specified in tpa.inp, will be determined by interpolating from a
radioelement-specific table of the KA response surface. New data files containing the KA

response surfaces for each radioelement will be added to version 4.0.

* There are no modules or tpa.inp parameters that explicitly evaluate the effects of colloid
transport on UZ and SZ release rates in the current version of the TPA code. Instead, the
effects of colloid transport on the SZ release rates are modeled by setting the sorption
coefficients equal to zero. To provide a mechanistic approach for evaluating colloid
transport. the method described in appendix B will be implemented in version 4.0. This
approach computes an effective retardation factor by utilizing a colloid concentration and
an empirical partitioning factor. Parameters for the colloid concentration and the empirical
partitioning factor, in addition to a flag that activates calculations to account for colloid
transport. will be added to tpa.inp.

2.1.6 Temperature Effects

In the current version of the TPA code, temperature is computed using areal heat sources. Because
of the increased drift spacing in the EDA-II design, the methodology utilized to calculate the
repository-horizon average rock temperature will be modified to use line heat sources.

2.1.7 Reflux in the Near Field

Design changes in EDA-I1 related to the spacing between drifts and between WPs will affect the
reflux of water in the near field of the repository. To account for this design change and to increase the
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efficiency and flexibility of the reflux model, the following modifications will be introduced into the

version 4.0.

In the EDA-il design, the spacing between drifts is much larger than the axial spacing

between WP. Consequently, instead of the water remaining above the repository as is

modeled in the current version of the TPA code, refluxing water will flow around the drift

and the amount of water available to contact a WP will decrease. To account for this

decrease, the TPA code reflux model will be modified by adjusting values of reflux

parameters in tpa.inp and by revising the approach used to compute the amount of water

leaving the reflux cycle.

* In the current version of the TPA code, the time-stepping scheme implemented in the reflux

model uses 1 yr time intervals to compute the flow rate of water in the reflux cycle. Because

employing 1 yr time intervals necessitates using large dimensions for arrays, which can

cause problems with computer resources during a TPA simulation and can limit the

maximum simulation time, the methodology for computing the time history of flow rates in

the reflux cycle will be modified to compute flow rates at time intervals greater than 1 yr.

3 SYSTEM-LEVEL MODIFICATIONS

3.1 SOFTWARE FUNCTION

Two general classes of system-level changes are proposed for the TPA code: (i) changes to the

executive driver to accommodate added flexibility to several consequence modules and (ii) changes to

accommodate parameters representing the repository design.

3.1.1 Consequence Modules

3.1.1.1 EBSREL Module

The current version of the EBSREL module was designed to minimize the number of times the stand

alone code releasetf is executed to perform release calculations. This was achieved by allowing the initial

failures to be defined by the first entry in the array containing the time history of corrosion failures. This

hides the fact that other failure types may have occurred at To. If corrosion, seismic, faulting and IA failures

occur at time To, the failures are lumped along with initially defective failures at To. This has a potential for

mis-interpretation by the analyst. All failures at To will not be lumped into the initially defective failure

category, but would be maintained as unique failure types. This change will be reflected in the wpsfail.res

file. An additional entry will also be made to this file to report number of defective WPs.

3.1.1.2 SEISMO Module

In the current version of the TPA code, changing the simulation time (i.e., the TPI) produces a

different sequence of seismic events. For example, the sequence of events for the first 104 yr in a 105 yr TPI

run is different from that of the 104 yr TPI run. These differing event sequences create difficulty in comparing

runs and conducting sensitivity analyses with similar input data. It is therefore desirable that the seismic

events be generated in a repeatable manner.
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Currently, the seismic hazard curve is generated in the sampler module using a random number

generator embedded in the TPA code as a utility module. This generates a sequence of seismic events that

depends on the number of times the random number generator has been called by the TPA system. The

number of calls to the random number generator is sensitive to several input parameters such as simulation

time. To avoid this problem, the seismic hazard curve will be generated with a second execution of the latin

hypercube sampling (LHS) module. This will permit the use of the same seed for multiple runs and provide

a consistent data set for different runs. This modification will eliminate the undesirable dependency on the

internal random number generator currently used, and will enable the generation of repeatable event times

regardless of the length of simulation.

3.1.2 Total-system Performance Assessment Executive

3.1.2.1 Repository

The TPA code currently uses DOE's TSPA-VA repository design. Changes will be made to the

TPA code to reflect repository layout consistent with the EDA II design. The new design may require the

addition of several new subareas to accommodate 70,000 MTU of waste. The new subareas may only be

partially filled with WPs. Therefore the code will automatically reduce the subarea size to match the portion

of the subarea actually containing waste. Changes will be made to the code depending on the level of effort

that will be necessary. Limited flexibility will be added to the code to accommodate variations to the DOE's

current thermal loading strategy.

3.1.2.2 Parameter Sampling

In the current version of the TPA code, either Monte Carlo or stratified LHS can be used for

parameter sampling. However, the current Monte Carlo method is limited in the number of correlations that

can be applied to a given input parameter. Moreover, in the current implementation, the Monte Carlo method

samples the parameters at the beginning of each realization, and not at the beginning of the TPA run. This

precludes the analyst from providing customized sample parameter input needed for sensitivity analyses. The

unstratified LHS method of random sampling will be introduced to replace the current Monte Carlo approach

so that all parameters are sampled at the beginning of the TPA run with any number of correlated parameters.

This will also eliminate the requirement for using a different random number generator for the Monte Carlo

method as is currently used. Also two new distributions (logbeta distribution and distribution for sampling

integers values) will be added to the LHS code.

Additionally, the LHS input file will be generated in such a way that only the input parameters that

will be used during the run will be submitted to the LHS code for sampling. This will reduce the number of

sampled parameters when they are not needed for a particular run.

3.1.2.3 Code Outputs

The TPA code produces summary output to the screen during execution. Collections of intermediate

results are also written to result files, and the input and output files of the standalone process models are

captured in other files. Additional summary and result files will be added for several parameters not included

in previous versions of the code. In the current version of the code, all output files are created even when

calculations are performed using a subset of processes. For example, files for results from IA and faulting

are created when only boxcase calculations are performed. Opening all these extra files demands unnecessary
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resources. The code will therefore be modified so that thee files will not be created when not required.

Similarly, only those parameters used to calculate TPA output will be reported in TPA output as opposed

to reporting all sampled parameters.

4 TECHNICAL BASIS: PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

Technical bases for the modifications proposed in this SRD are in the preceding sections and in appendices A

and B for changes related to the UZ transport. These changes have been discussed during several meetings

with the KTIs.

5 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Please refer to the discussion in the previous sections.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS ON PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO
RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT PARAMETERS FOR

TPA VERSION 4.0

INTRODUCTION

In TPA 3.2, a KD PDF is assigned to each radionuclide for each hydrostratigraphic unit. For most of the

radionuclides, the PDFs are based on expert judgement supported by laboratory sorption data.

Experimental data, however, show a link between the aqueous speciation of an actinide and its sorption

behavior. Experimental and modeling results indicate that sorption behavior as expressed in terms of KD,

at least for actinides, is particularly influenced by physical and chemical parameters such as solution pH,

PCO2, and effective specific surface area A'. In TPA 3.2, an effort was made to incorporate indirectly the

effects of geochemistry by using site-specific hydrochemical data to calculate KD values for a limited

suite of actinides (Am3 +, U6+, Np5+, Pu5+, and Th4'). The results of these model calculations provided

constraints on KD PDFs in the hydrologically saturated alluvium (hydrostratigraphic unit SAV). The

correlation among the five different actinides is used to condition the LHS sampling of each PDF, and

indirectly represents the geochemical link in sorption behavior.

PROPOSED APPROACH FOR DETERMINING SORPTION PARAMETERS

Considering the potentially large number of sorption parameters necessary to represent 16 radionuclides,

9 hydrostratigraphic units, and two types (fracture and matrix) of transport, the use of correlation

coefficients is a cumbersome means of addressing the effects of geochemistry. A more efficient means is

proposed for implementation in TPA 4.0.

The proposed method would involve development of a KA' "response surface" to represent sorption as a

function of critical parameters such as pH and total carbon (CT). During a given TPA 4.0 realization,

PDFs for pH and CT would be sampled and the values used to determine the appropriate value for KA'

from the response surface, either through a parametric representation of the surface or through

interpolation of a look-table. To determine the value for KD used in the transport calculation, the sampled

KA' value would be normalized using the specific surface area and the relationship KD = KA, x A'. The

specific surface area A' can either be determined through sampling a PDF, or using empirical

relationships between porosity/permeability and surface area.

IMPLEMENTATION OF A KD RESPONSE SURFACE

Development and implementation of the KD response surface would occur through several steps:

* Experimental data would be used to calibrate geochemical sorption models. This has

already been done to a limited extent for Am3 ,, U6+, Np5+, Pu5+, and Th4'. Additional

radioelements (Tc, I, and Se) have also been considered.

* The calibrated geochemical sorption models would be used to calculate radionuclide

sorption expressed in terms of KA' over a broad range in pH and CT. The proposed

approach has been demonstrated using a diffuse-layer surface complexation model to

develop a response surface for Np(V) sorption as a function of pH and PCO2 (figure A-
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look-up table (table A-i) and a series of parametric equations (table A-2) have been used

to define this surface.

Site specific geochemistry (figures A-2 and A-3) can be used to constrain PDFs (table A-3)

for sampling hydrochemical parameters such as pH and CT. Because these parameters are

linked through the aqueous carbonate chemistry, correlation will have to be developed for

the LHS routine, either explicitly through mass action and mass balance, or implicitly

through a sample-by-sample comparison.

CONCLUSION

Experimental sorption data over a wide range in chemical conditions is limited for a number of radionuclides

of interest in TPA 4.0. Identifying appropriate data sets, calibrating sorption models, applying them to a

broad range in conditions to develop the response surfaces, and identifying PDFs for the hydrochemical

parameters is time consuming. Given the compressed time frame for the development of TPA 4.0, this

approach would not be ready to replace the existing approach used in TPA 3.2. It is reasonable that this

approach could be implemented in TPA 4.0 as an option for a few select radionuclides. For example, a

response surface has been developed for Np(V) sorption (figure A-1). Testing would be used to ensure that

the method is implemented correctly, and produces consistent results. Refinement of the approach and

extension of the method to other radionuclides would be undertaken for the development of TPA 4.x and

5.x.

REFERENCES
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Table A-1. Sample look-up table for Np(V) sorption response surface (KA, in mLnm2 ). Np(V),0 ,, = 10-6 molal, MNV = 4 G/L

Log PCO2 (atm)

pH no CO2, -7.00 | -6.50 | -6.00 -5.50 -5.00 -4.50 | -4.00 | -3.50 | -3.00 -2.50 |-2.00

2.00 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407

2.25 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785

2.50 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785

2.75 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785

3.00 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785

3.25 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785

3.50 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785 0.20785

3.75 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407

4.00 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407

4.25 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407 0.23407

4.50 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034 0.26034

4.75 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666 0.28666

5.00 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303 0.31303

5.25 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595 0.36595

5.50 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572 0.44572

5.75 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285 0.55285

6.00 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799 0.68799

6.25 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713 0.90713

6.50 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.21444 1.18621

6.75 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510 1.64510

7.00 2.30218 2.30218 2.30218 2.30218 2.30218 2.30218 2.30218 2.30218 2.30218 2.27163 2.27163 2.24115

7.25 3.25067 3.25067 3.25067 3.25067 3.25067 3.25067 3.21803 3.21803 3.21803 3.21803 3.15295 2.99153

7.50 4.58393 4.58393 4.58393 4.58393 4.58393 4.58393 4.58393 4.58393 4.54821 4.47703 4.23052 3.61471

7.75 6.48362 6.48362 6.48362 6.48362 6.48362 6.48362 6.48362 6.44330 6.32294 6.00633 5.12992 3.44811

8.00 9.10258 9.10258 9.10258 9.10258 9.10258 9.05545 9.00844 8.86820 8.36349 7.18486 4.83630 2.21073

8.25 12.46597 12.46597 12.46597 12.46597 12.40932 12.35283 12.12856 11.47131 9.82514 6.68675 3.05588 0.79711

8.50 16.54732 16.54732 16.54732 16.54732 16.40879 16.13444 15.33238 13.15912 8.96157 4.16083 1.10188 0.10351

8.75 21.25818 21.25818 21.17252 21.08716 20.74882 19.68218 16.89766 11.57926 5.42922 1.50003 0.15557 0.00000

9.00 26.08434 25.98021 25.87650 25.46576 24.17486 20.83294 14.37197 6.80986 1.91015 0.20785 0.00000 0.00000

9.25 30.37756 30.13395 29.65303 28.25866 24.56508 17.18213 8.27330 2.36348 0.28666 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

9.50 33.88698 33.06972 31.62813 27.80933 19.84308 9.77604 2.86369 0.33946 0.02580 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

9.75 36.78310 34.58558 30.87119 22.67266 11.63347 3.48128 0.44572 0.02580 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

I n00 40.S2421 35.Hn7 307.149 X 27As 4.65561 n.60674 0-02590 nLOM -- D(uxo nnn.nnMOnn n QO()nD
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Table A-2. Equation parameters and summary of fit results for model curves at discrete PCO2.
Np(V),, 1 = 10-6 molal, MN = 4 g/L

Coefficients. fIn (K~. in miL/m 2 ) = a + bx + cx2 + dx3 + ex4 + fx5]

PCOI I J pH range

(atm) a b c d e f rl value Iused for fit

o-20o -323.7345029 151.4136753 - 17.3990293 -1.7541185 0.4728224 -0.0247745 0.9999 6-9.25

1o-25 -441.4872516 226.8171288 -37.7488848 1.2089255 0.2378357 -0.0167447 0.9999 6-9.25

103.0 148.2265595 - 173.8278793 69.4791195 -12.8694017 1.1394455 -0.0390727 0.9999 6-9.5

i3.5 604.4445148 -474.5177627 147.2075461 -22.6668262 1.7364614 -0.0529354 0.9999 6-9.5C

104 847.1361569 -620.1544804 180.5362481 -26.2031203 1.8992944 -0.0549789 0.9999 6-10.0

10 " 925.7298724 -652.8079406 183.1897645 -25.6433576 1.7939710 -0.0501685 0.9999 6-10.25

10-5o 923.2318767 - 632.0905821 172.1420527 - 23.3803904 1.5872876 -0.0430961 0.9999 6-10.5C

055 672.7843206 -452.9837012 121.1472289 - 16.1548188 1.0777544 -0.0287889 0.9999 6- 1.OC

10-6o 393.8474607 -258.6708687 67.3400912 -8.7496479 0.5711094 -0.0149989 0.9999 6-11.25

o-6.5 722.6946490 -436.2310889 104.2139278 - 12.3723844 0.7340464 -0.0174653 0.9978 6-11.5(

10-o 2202.1902289 - 1290.5774270 299.2738666 -34.3781522 1.9602212 -0.0444424 0.9816 6-11.75

noCO, 1211.3978170 -705.8275247 161.4080394 -18.1364167 1.0036927 -0.0219067 0.9996 6-11.75
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Table A-3. Descriptive statistics of saturated zone
(Perfect et al., 1995)

measured groundwater chemical parameters

| pH (standard units) CT (mg/L) Log PCO2 (atm)

Mean 7.83 295.76 -2.50

Median 7.8 245.0 -2.45

Mode 7.8 300.0 -2.34

Standard Deviation 0.45 525.99 0.54

Kurtosis 1.75 270.67 3.73

Skewness 0.43 15.03 -1.30

Range 3.3 10133.20 4.311

Minimum 6.3 6.80 -5.08

Maximum 9.6 10140.00 -0.77

Count 460 460 460
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APPENDIX B: DETAILS ON PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO
INCLUDE COLLOID TRANSPORT FOR TPA VERSION 4.0

INTRODUCTION

Recently, attention has been focused on colloid transport by reports of relatively short transport times from

the Benham nuclear test cavity on the NTS for plutonium associated with colloids (Kersting et al., 1999).

The most recent DOE TSPA-VA included colloid transport abstractions in the UZ and SZ for plutonium. In

TPA 3.2, RT is strictly handled through the use of KD and RF values assigned to each radionuclide for each

hydrostratigraphic unit, and there is no module in TPA 3.2 designed to explicitly simulate the potential

effects of colloid transport. Sensitivity trials using the TPA 3.2 code suggest that transport of nonsorbing,

nondiffusing colloids of plutonium and americium does not affect peak mean TEDE relative to the base case

over a compliance period of 10,000 yr, although this is sensitive to container life predicted in the base case

scenario. As simulated in the sensitivity analyses, at longer time periods there may be a 60-fold increase in

peak mean TEDE due to "colloid transport" relative to the base case.

PROPOSED COLLOID TRANSPORT MODULE (SUBMICRO)

The TPA Version 4.0 code would include a module called SUBMICRO that will provide a more defensible
abstraction of colloid transport. Recent mechanistic modeling has suggested that one approach is to

determine an effective retardation factor (RF eff) that takes into account colloid concentration and
pseudocolloid formation based on the expression:

RFeff = 1 + (1 - b)pKD
0 ( + CcFKD)

where Cc is the colloid concentration (mg/L), and F is an empirical partitioning factor such that:

KD COIIOid = FKDgeoIogic medium

An example of the potential reductions in retardation due to colloid transport, as represented by RFeff is

shown in figure B-1.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SUBMICRO

Implementation of an approach of this type in SUBMICRO would require consistent handling of Cc
(a function of hydrochemistry, especially ionic strength), KD (a function of hydrochemistry), and F

(a function of surface area) through all the transport legs used in TPA 4.0. Development and implementation
of the SUBMICRO would occur through several steps:

* Determine C, under site specific conditions. This could be accomplished by using site values
reported by DOE and other researchers (figure B-2). This is likely to be a small dataset, but
would provide some limiting constraints. Another means of determining C, would be to use

an empirical relationship between ionic strength and particle concentration such as the type
derived by the DOE or others (Saiers and Hornberger, 1999). An additional complication
to be investigated could include the relative effects of introduced materials on colloid
concentration.

* Sorption coefficients (KD) would be selected to be consistent with the values used for the
geologic medium. This could done with the proposed sorption response surface, the PDF

based on expert judgement and laboratory data, or the PDF based on sorption model
calculations using site-specific hydrochemistry.

B-I
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Values for F could either be selected from an assigned PDF, or could be approximated by

calculating the ratio of the specific area of the colloid phase to the specific area of the

medium:
F =Aolloid/A geologic medium

The specific surface area of the colloid phase A'CollOid can be determined through sampling a PDF or by using

the particle concentration and assuming a spherical geometry with a given particle diameter. The specific

surface area A'geologic medium can either be determined through sampling a PDF, or using empirical relationships
between porosity/permeability and surface area.

* Other parameters (0,p, etc.) used in determining RFeffwould be selected to be consistent with
values used for a given hydrostratigraphic unit during each realization.

* The approach as described is general enough that it could be applied to other radionuclides
that might be affected by colloid transport. The approach is also sufficiently general that it

could be applied to the different legs of the transport path (EBS, UZ, SZ).

Initial model development would focus on colloid formation and transport in the absence of filtration, a

conservative abstraction.

CONCLUSION

Given the compressed time frame for the development of TPA 4.0 and the lack of colloid transport

abstractions in previous versions of the TPA code, it is reasonable that this approach could be implemented

in TPA 4.0 as an option for a few select radionuclides. Initial testing would be used to ensure that the method

is implemented correctly, and produces consistent results. Subsequent improvement of the model parameters

and refinement of the approach to include processes such as filtration and irreversible sorption would be

undertaken for the development of TPA 4.x and 5.x.
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ABSTRACT

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) continues to develop its independent performance assessment
(PA) capability to review the license application (LA) for a proposed repository at Yucca Mountain (YM),
Nevada. According to the current plan, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) will submit an LA in the
year 2002. DOE has sole responsibility for demonstrating the ability of the proposed repository at YM to
meet the applicable standards. As the licensing authority, NRC will conduct its own independent analyses
to probe the DOE safety case. To meet its review goals, NRC should be confident that its PA tools are
technically sound and well documented so the review can be defended if subjected to a hearing. This report
assesses the current status of NRC's ability to conduct a PA, identifies areas of weakness, and proposes a
strategy to refine its PA capability and confidence building efforts to conduct the review of DOE's LA. The
strategy prepared in this report charts the future course of Total-system Performance Assessment tool
development and outlines the supporting documentation needed to demonstrate to the scientific community
and stakeholders the NRC ability to conduct a credible and defensible quantitative assessment of the DOE
safety case for YM.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) will perform independent quantitative analyses as a part of its
review of the license application (LA) for a proposed repository at Yucca Mountain (YM), Nevada. Analyses
may range from simple "back of the envelope" calculations to check the reasonableness of the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) findings to complex computer simulations needed to verify compliance
with the overall risk standard. The lengthy regulatory compliance period and the enormous complexity of the
natural and engineered systems that compose the repository, require using complex computer models except
where simple, but demonstrably conservative, models provide reasonable assurance of compliance with the
overall risk standard. The complex processes affecting the repository preclude determining whether or not
a simple model is conservative without first constructing more complex models. Experience gained by NRC
through the conduct of performance assessments (PAs) during the past 15 yr suggests that the nonlinearities
of the underlying process models generally demand relatively sophisticated computational models.

In conducting the quantitative PA, the NRC will focus on aspects most important to safety and explore or
review concerns that may be less fully described in the DOE's Total-system Performance Assessment
(TSPA) and, consequently, are licensing vulnerabilities. Currently, NRC is developing or acquiring PA tools
[i.e., the Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) code, the sensitivity analysis techniques, and the
visualization capabilities] for quantitative analyses and developing staffexpertise in implementing these tools.
It is, however, solely the responsibility of the DOE to produce a complete, quality-assured Total System
Performance Assessment (TSPA)' (Johnson, 1994) as part of its LA. NRC may use the DOE assessment tools
to probe the adequacy of the DOE safety case, or use its independently developed PA tools to perform
calculations to assess DOE parameter values and conceptual models.

According to the current schedule, DOE will conduct two more TSPAs leading to the final LA-the
TSPA-SR (site recommendation) and the TSPA-LA. The TSPA-SR will be issued in fiscal year 2001
(FY2001) and the TSPA-LA in 2002 (figure 1-1). It is anticipated that DOE may make several changes to
the repository design during this 2-yr period. Consequently, NRC should be ready to modify its PA tools to
accommodate both known and anticipated design changes, as well as new site characterization information.
NRC should also assess its capabilities and identify and remedy weaknesses in its PA to assure NRC's
readiness to review the DOE PAs in support of the SR, the LA, and performance confirmation.

The PA capability developed by the NRC during the past several years has been used to review several
TSPAs conducted by DOE. The PA capability has also proved useful in evaluating the completeness and
sufficiency of current regulations and developing a draft site-specific rule that considers the integrated effects
of the physical aspects of the repository system that affect the radiological safety of the proposed repository
at YM. Currently, the PA capability is used to develop and test appropriate review methods and the
acceptance criteria in the YM Review Plan. There is a need for continued development of the PA capability
so the NRC staff can

Prepare for the review by enhancing its own understanding of technical issues potentially
most important to safety

'Browning, R.E. Revised Modeling Strategy Document for HLW Performance Assessment. Memorandum (July 23) to
J.G. Davis, Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Washington, DC: Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 1984
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* Conduct TSPAs as learning exercises that build staff technical expertise in reviewing DOE
documents and keep staff knowledge current [Insights gained by the NRC staff will allow
continued development of meaningful regulatory guidance, assure effective review of
pre-licensing submittals, and facilitate interaction with DOE and stakeholders (Johnson,
1994)]

* Provide a firm basis for staff comments on the DOE-SR, which are statutorily mandated

* Test the veracity and reproducibility of the DOE results during review of the LA

* Probe the analyses performed by DOE using other sets of parameter values and explore the
implications of alternative conceptual models

* Minimize the number of requests for additional information and optimize the time required
for review

* Provide support for the licensing decision

The NRC has made significant progress in developing its PA capability. The NRC program, however,
warrants attention to building confidence in its tools to demonstrate to the stakeholders that it has the ability
to make independent and technically defensible assessments of the DOE safety case. Considerable effort has
already been made to bolster confidence in the TPA code through the conduct of an external peer review and
the submission of papers to peer-reviewedjournals as well as through presentations at conferences. However,
greater effort is warranted. Although DOE is responsible for fully supporting its demonstration of compliance
with the pertinent regulations, the NRC staff should be able to defend its findings regarding DOE's
demonstration during the license review process. Such a defense will be based on the technical strength of
the review methods, including independent quantitative analyses employed by the NRC. It is anticipated that
its quantitative tools (i.e., the TPA code and the sensitivity analysis and visualization tools) may undergo
close scrutiny by the stakeholders. Therefore, with the approach of the license review period, NRC should
focus on finalizing modifications to its PA tools, building confidence in their application, and developing the
required support documents.

NRC can build confidence in its PA tools by ensuring (i) the soundness of the model abstractions
implemented in the TPA code, (ii) the robustness of its sensitivity analysis tools, and (iii) the thoroughness
of the quality assurance (QA) processes followed in code development, with emphasis on transparency and
traceability. This report identifies the progress made by the NRC in developing PA tools, assesses the existing
weaknesses of the assessment approach, and proposes a strategy to refine the TPA code and sensitivity
analysis tools and build confidence in the codes. The report also provides a brief history of the NRC PA
activities (table 1-1), describing how the TPA codes were used to review the DOE TSPAs, and outlines the
iterative nature of the confidence building process. The report then outlines a proposal for further
development of PA tools (primarily the TPA code) and provides a time frame and rationale for developing
support documents (figure 1-2 and table 1-2). While the documents proposed in this report will prepare NRC
to defend its PA tools during the review of DOE's LA, it is unlikely that these documents can be completed
before the scheduled submittal of the LA. Therefore, priorities are assigned (table 1-3) so the most important
documents can be completed in the available time. Because NRC is currently consulting with the Office of
the General Counsel (OGC) to determine the level of documentation needed to support its independent
quantitative PA, final recommendations may be different from those presented here.
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Table 1-1. History of Nuclear Regulatory Commission iterative performance assessment activities

U.S. Department of Energy l 1
Milestones Year Nuclear Regulatory Commission Milestones

TSPA-92 1992 Initial Demonstration of the NRC Capability to Conduct a Performance Assessment for a
High-Level Waste Repository. NUREG-1327.

TSPA-95 1995 NRC Iterative Performance Assessment Phase 2. NUREG-1464.

TSPA-Viability Assessment 1998 NRC Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analyses for a Proposed HLW Repository at Yucca
1999 Mountain, Nevada, Using TPA 3.1. Volume I: Conceptual Models and Data.

NUREG-1668, Volume 1.

NRC Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analyses for a Proposed HLW Repository at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, Using TPA 3.1. Volume II: Results and Conclusions. NUREG-1668,
Volume 2.

Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) Version 3.2 Code: Module Description and
User's Guide. Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses-Letter Report.

System-Level Sensitivity Analyses Using TPA Version 3.2 Code. CNWRA 99-002.



Figure 1-2. Hierarchy of proposed documents and performance assessment tools. Documents are indicated by the filled boxes. -2.,
0
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Table 1-2. Proposed future Nuclear Regulatory Commission iterative performance assessment activities

U.S. Department of Energy Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Activity Performance Assessment Tools Documents

TSPA-SR -TPA Version 4.0 code draft theory manual
(Revision 0) -Sensitivity analysis tools draft data document
(7/1/2000) -Visualization tools draft user manual

draft programmer manual

TSPA-LA -TPA Version 5.0 code draft overview document
(9/1/2001) -Updated sensitivity analysis tools draft sensitivity analyses report

-Updated visualization tools draft identification of features, events, and processes
document
draft software validation test plan
updated overview document
updated theory manual
updated data document
updated user manual
updated programmer manual
updated identification of FEPs document
updated sensitivity analyses report
process-level documents
final software validation test plan
software validation test report

TSPA-XX TPA Version 6.0 code for use during performance confirmation

0

ON1



Table 1-3. Prioritization of proposed documents

[ Document [ Purpose J Priority [ Status and Comments

Identification of FEPs To record the process by which FEPs were H New work should begin and a report should document
Document included or excluded from the TPA code and contributions from all key technical issues.

to provide guidance prior to the receipt of
TSPA-LA if the NRC selection of FEPs is
significantly different from the DOE.

Overview Document To serve as a comprehensive reader's guide to M Chapter 1, Total system performance assessment 3.2
the documents that support the NRC PA user's guide gives limited overview of total system
methodology. This overview document would performance assessment code. New document should
also contain synopses of the TPA code expand this chapter.
structure, input and output, modeled
processes, and simplifying assumptions.

Theory Manual To describe the theoretical basis for NRC PA H Document to include theory presented in total system
models. performance assessment 3.2 user's guide. New

materials added or revisions made only to support total
system performance assessment code updates.

User Manual To provide necessary information to the staff M A brief description currently exists in the TPA 3.2
and other users for successfully operating the User's Guide. Current description will be updated and
TPA code for PA calculations. expanded into a full report.

Programmer Manual To provide software development-related M This document will be developed by expanding the
information for future code development. limited information provided in the TPA 3.2 User's

Guide.

Data Document To systematically record data used in the TPA M NRC data set is an appendix in the total system
code. performance assessment 3.2 user's guide. Appendix

should be expanded into a document with appropriate
data tracking.



Table 1-3. Prioritization of proposed documents (cont'd)

Document Purpose Priority Status and Comments

Sensitivity Analyses To document those parameters in NRC's H Document to be updated to reflect two major changes
Report calculation that contribute most to to total system performance assessment code.

uncertainties in estimated performance and
NRC's approach for conducting the analyses.

Process-level A series of reports to be developed M New documents to be prepared using KTI staff inputs
Documents documenting the detailed analyses by the (model and data) to total system performance

subject-matter experts, in support of all assessment code.
abstracted models in the TPA code.

Software Validation To document the test plan for evaluating H Document to be prepared fulfilling requirements of
Test Plan correct implementation of mathematical (required) Technical Operating Procedure (TOP)-O 18.

formula and algorithms in the PA tools.

Software Validation To document the results of tests for H Document to be prepared fulfilling requirements of
Test Report implementation of mathematical formulas and (required) TOP-018, including formal documentation of tests

algorithms in the PA tools. conducted on several versions of total system
performance assessment code.

H-High
M-Medium
L-Low

.

00
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2 HISTORY OF THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CAPABILITY

To date, the NRC and the Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) (table 1-1) have
developed three major PA tools. The first TPA code was developed under the Iterative Performance
Assessment (IPA) Phase I program (Codell et al., 1992) as part of the effort to demonstrate NRC's
independent PA capability. The results from the IPA Phase I study were used to provide guidance to DOE
on its site characterization program and led to the NRC's first formal technical exchange with DOE on PA
(Johnson, 1994). The second TPA code, TPA Version 2.0 code, which was developed and used under
IPA Phase 2 (Wescott et al., 1995), combined the knowledge of specialized technical disciplines (engineering
and earth sciences) with those of system modelers, to produce an integrated PA. Special attention was
directed toward improving methods for scenario identification; screening of features, events, and processes
(FEPs); and implementing alternative sensitivity analysis methods. An equally important aspect of this effort
was the evaluation of the relationship of the NRC subsystem requirements to the compliance with the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Standard. The IPA Phase 2 analysis was used in the NRC review of
DOE TSPA-95. The third NRC TSPA (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1999) developed and used the
TPA Version 3.1 code to determine whether the NRC would be able to quantitatively evaluate the soundness
of the conclusions reached by the DOE in its viability assessment (VA). Subsequent to developing and testing
the TPA Version 3.1 code, detailed sensitivity and uncertainty analyses were conducted (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, 1999) that indicated the need for further refinement of the TPA code prior to its use to evaluate
the DOE TSPA-VA. Refinements led to the current TPA Version 3.2 code (Mohanty and McCartin, 1998)
and introduction of new sensitivity analysis techniques.' During development of the TPA Version 3.1 and
3.2 codes, increased attention was paid to making the TPA code more readily accessible to all staff members
of the NRC and CNWRA. Improvements in the computational efficiency of the TPA code made it possible
to port the code from the high-performance Unix workstations on which it had been developed, to the
Windows-based personal computers used by most staff members. The effort toward making the code
available to a broader user base led to the release of the code to DOE in support of NRC's openness policy
of stakeholders access to NRC's models and support tools.

The three PAs conducted by the NRC and the publication of associated documents represent three confidence
building cycles. A highly abstracted flow chart of the TPA confidence building process is shown in
figure 2-1. The first two steps in the process involve updating PA tools based on design changes, new data,
or new understanding of repository phenomonology. In the third step, the models and data are "frozen" while
detailed studies are conducted with the TPA code, and the results and findings documented. Based on the
results of sensitivity studies, evaluation of DOE TSPAs, and technical exchanges, NRC then assesses both
its own confidence to review the LA as well as its confidence that the NRC TPA tools can withstand the
scrutiny of a formal hearing process. NRC takes advantage of the DOE schedule to refine its PA tools using
each cycle to identify shortcomings in the existing models and data, as well as topics that need further
investigation and incremental understanding of processes, computational tools, and data. Aspects of the code
such as the lack of reasonable conservativeness in models, lack of uniformity in the treatment of FEPs, or
inadequate accounting of coupling among processes may require the confidence building cycle be repeated.

'Mohanty, S., and T.J. McCartin, coordinators. NRCSensitivityand UncertaintyAnalysesforaProposedHLWRepository
at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, Using TPA 3.1 Volume 1. Conceptual Models and Data. NUREG-1668. Volume 1. Washington, DC:
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. To be published.
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3 FUTURE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CAPABILITY
DEVELOPMENT AND CONFIDENCE BUILDING

Consistent with the confidence building cycle in figure 2- 1, future iterations of PA tool development will be
based on shortcomings identified in the last iteration of PA conducted by the NRC. To enhance confidence
for the future iterations, it is necessary to (i) further develop and refine the PA tools, and (ii) document the
entire process. The development of quantitative assessment tools will focus on DOE design changes, newly
acquired site-specific data, and refinement of conceptual models. Complete scientific understanding of
processes, fully validated computational tools, and complete and unambiguous site-specific data are not
feasible. Hence, NRC will make licensing decisions under conditions of uncertainty. Therefore, the NRC
basis for the decision must be well-documented. Documentation should emphasize completeness,
transparency, and traceability of the results. When the development and documentation process have been
subjected to stringent QA and review procedures and the results from calculations have been fully disclosed,
confidence in the process will be demonstrated. This chapter identifies the documents needed to defend
findings supported by the TPA code during the adjudicatory procedures attendant with licensing.

3.1 FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT TOOLS

Future NRC efforts toward developing PA tools will be discussed in three sections that address
(i) refining the TPA code, (ii) upgrading sensitivity analysis methodologies, and (iii) developing TPA
pre- and post-processors. It is assumed that pre-LA consultation with DOE will continue and that the NRC
will be informed of design changes well in advance of the release of the two TSPAs (TSPA-SR and
TSPA-LA). Therefore, it is reasonable for the NRC to target its efforts on accommodating DOE design
changes in the NRC PA tools. Modifications, however, can and should be less extensive than the first three
TPA development phases because of the maturity' of the PA tools. Modifications should be conducted with
care not to sacrifice the confidence gained through years of incremental refinement and testing. The ultimate
goal is to show through evaluation and enhancement of assessment tools that there is sufficient confidence
in PA to allow NRC to assess the DOE safety case. While modifications to the TPA code and other analysis
tools continue, more attention should be given to quality management to assure a proper application of the
methodology, models, database, and codes. The strategy for tool development is presented next.

3.1.1 Total-system Performance Assessment Code

The TPA code, which performs process-level calculations for the repository system, will be used as
a major tool in reviewing the DOE TSPA. Based on several DOE/NRC technical exchanges and recent review
of the TSPA-VA, it is believed that the TPA code is flexible enough to handle minor design changes in the
engineered barrier system, new input data, and modest changes in the conceptual models. The code may not
be capable, however, of readily incorporating and evaluating significant design changes without further
modifications. A greater recognition should be made that the DOE dependence for safety may vary in time
from one part of the disposal system to another as new knowledge is acquired. Therefore, the TPA code

'As the code matures, the numbers of coding errors (bugs) found decreases exponentially as a function of time. Therefore,
future changes to the code should be made with caution. A tracking mechanism to carefully document changes to the code should
be implemented. Changes should be made in such a way that error will be localized. For example, if a better model is available to
simulate flow and transport, the new transport code should be an option in the Total-system Performance Assessment code so the
existing model can continue to be used if the user has a higher degree of confidence in it.

3-1



should maintain flexibility in alternative design options, environmental conditions, and capability to perform
calculations for spatially and temporally varying conditions.

The current NRC plan is to complete a major revision to the TPA code (Version 4.0) prior to release
of the DOE TSPA-SR. Because the current Enhanced Design Alternative II (EDA II) (Howard, 1999)
presented by the DOE is not anticipated to change in the near future, NRC can realistically modify the
TPA code within the available time frame and prepare for reviewing the TSPA-SR. NRC may also improve
the capability of the TPA code by adding new alternative conceptual models and expanding its flexibility in
response to the comments made by the external reviewers of the TPA code.

The TPA code relies, in part, on information from several auxiliary codes,2 either originally
developed by the NRC and CNWRA or procured from outside sources, for the detailed analysis of repository
components. Several of these supporting codes are integral to the TPA code and thus subjected to the same
level of QA as the TPA code. However, there are several supporting codes (e.g., MULTIFLO and UDEC)
providing input used in the PA calculations, that are continuously upgraded. Developing and testing such
codes should be synchronized with the TPA code development, and these codes should undergo equivalent
quality and reliability checks. Overall, for all supporting codes providing input to the TPA code, a uniform
application of the QA procedure should be a priority.

As in previous versions of the TPA code, development of future versions of the TPA code will
closely follow TOP-0 18, which adopts the software guidelines described in NUREG/BR-0167, "Software
Quality Assurance Program and Guidelines" (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1993). In addition to fulfilling
TOP-0 18 requirements for software QA, good engineering practices and software industry standards for the
development of commercial software should be followed.

According to the current schedule, less than one year (figure 1- I ) is available to plan, develop, test,
and prepare supporting documents for the TPA Version 4.0 code, which will be used to review the DOE
TSPA-SR. As mentioned earlier, the code development effort will include refinements to NRC models and
code modifications to ensure that the DOE new design and site data can be evaluated using the TPA code.
The supporting documents are discussed in later sections. One year and two months (figure 1-1 ) is available
between the submission of the TSPA-SR and TSPA-LA documents. During this period, the NRC primary
focus should shift to code testing, code verification, software validation, and preparation of supporting
documents. It is assumed that DOE will not make major repository design changes during this time. NRC will
develop the TPA Version 5.0 code only if the TPA Version 4.0 code is incapable of accommodating design
changes and new data obtained during the post-TSPA-SR period.

2The supporting codes currently used directly in the Total-system Performance Assessment code or that provide inputs are
(i) MULTIFLO (Lichtner and Seth, 1996) for near-field chemistry calculations, (ii) GENII (Napier et al., 1988) for pathway dose
calculation, (iii) SNLLHS (Iman et al., 1980) for Latin Hypercube Sampling, (iv) NEFTRAN (Olague et al., 1991) for radionuclide
transport calculation, (v) UDEC (Itasca Consulting, Inc., 1996) for computing volume of damaged rock in the drift, (vi) ORIGENII
(Ludwig and Renier, 1989) for radionuclide inventory calculations, and (vii) EQ3/6 (Wolery, 1992) for geochemical modeling of
aqueous system. GENII, SNLLHS, and NEFTRAN codes are directly used as a part of the TPA code.
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3.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis Tools

Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses have been conducted by the NRC to show which parameters
have the greatest effect on the behavior of the TPA code and which specific parameter uncertainties
contribute most to uncertainties in estimated performance and, therefore, might pose a threat of
noncompliance with the performance objectives. Under the present TPA code architecture, sensitivity
analyses are conducted outside the TPA code. NRC employs several methods, some using commercially
developed software or software developed in-house.3 Because of limitations of each sensitivity approach,
NRC evaluated various standard methods and investigated new techniques as a part of the process of
selecting suitable methods. Limitations exist with all methods such as inaccuracy in identifying and ranking
influential parameters, inability to incorporate correlated input parameters, and inability to deal with a large
set of input parameters. A wider range of techniques should be evaluated and new ways to address current
limitations should be explored.

Because of the significance of sensitivity analyses in PA, it is important that TOP-0 18 requirements
for sensitivity analysis codes be implemented and documented with the same rigor as for the TPA code. For
the verification of industry-accepted software packages (e.g., S-plus), well-chosen examples and underlying
assumptions and limitations may be summarized in the documents reporting the sensitivity analyses methods.
For these industry-accepted software, it may be possible to rely on the examples in the manuals, though these
examples should be verified and documented to ensure relevance (assumptions and limits) and applicability
to the analysis of TPA outputs.

It is anticipated that with the approach of the LA, the PA focus will gradually change toward
sensitivity analyses and modifications to the TPA code will slow.

3.1.3 Pre- and Post-Processors

Pre- and post-processors facilitate interaction with complex codes such as the TPA and the sensitivity
analyses by facilitating the manipulation of input data and the display of results without having to execute
operating system commands or use an ASCII text editor. Efforts are currently underway to develop two
post-processors for systematic presentation of results from PA calculations. The first post-processor
implements the parameter tree and intermediate output tree approaches for identifying combinations of
parameters and intermediate outputs that have the most influence on the performance measure. The second
post-processor implements a simplified input-output diagram method that will permit the staff to study the
effects of a variety of design alternatives on repository performance. Additionally, as part of stakeholder
confidence building, an interactive visualization tool should be made available through the Internetto provide
the staff and the stakeholders access to sample results from a range of realistic TPA analyses. Remote access
of information from a centrally located database via the Internet has been made possible by very recent
developments.

3The sensitivity analysis methods currently used by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Center for Nuclear
Waste Regulatory Analyses staffs are regression-based, parameter tree, factorial design-based, Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test
and differential analysis. NRC has relied on commercially developed software packages such as S-Plus (StatSci, 1993) for the
regression-based methods used as the primary sensitivity analysis methods in IPA Phase 2 (Wescott et al., 1995).
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3.2 DOCUMENTATION

The NRC independent quantitative PA analyses should be able to be scrutinized by the stakeholders.
Documentation should facilitate evaluation of the PA approach and promote acceptance by the scientific
community. PA results may be presented in a wider context and expressed in a form tailored to the intended
audience, including the lay public. NRC interaction with the scientific community and the public can be
assisted by adopting a system of documentation that remains stable with time so the reviewer will have a
"historical perspective." Documentation of results should be complete and transparent. Results, decisions,
and calculations should be traceable to their sources. Several documents are proposed to address
completeness, transparency, and traceability. The structure of documentation is shown in figure 1-2. As
indicated in table 1-2, document development should begin during preparation for the TSPA-SR review and
be finalized during preparation for the TSPA-LA review.

3.2.1 Features, Events, and Processes Screening Document

As part of the NRC PA program, greater effort should be devoted to developing a formal approach
to FEPs screening both to provide guidance to the DOE and to record the process by which FEPs were
included or excluded from the TPA code. NRC may provide guidance to DOE prior to the receipt of the
TSPA-LA if the NRC selection of FEPs is significantly different from the DOE. NRC conducted a review
of scenario selection approaches (Bonano and Baca, 1994). Additional work should be performed to reflect
the NRC's current TSPA approach and identify new FEPs. Conducting a systematic scenario development
and FEPs screening will also give NRC staff the necessary experience to review DOE scenarios. NRC may
also use its own selection of FEPs in future development of the TPA code.

Documentation of all steps in a FEPs screening methodology is necessary to ensure that relevant,
possible, future evolutions of the repository are properly considered by DOE and NRC and to provide the
traceability needed to facilitate future revisions. The FEPs document should reflect that (i) sufficient
background material is available when selecting FEPs in the PA and (ii) all steps in the FEPs screening
methodology are correctly and consistently executed. A visual representation of linkage between the FEPs
in the repository system will facilitate communication with the stakeholders. Methods commonly used to
illustrate the interaction of FEPs are fault and event trees, influence diagrams, and the rock engineering
system (Eng et al., 1994; Stenhouse et al., 1993). These methods will help document the reasoning for
decisions to include or exclude processes. This document should also include the chain of decisions that led
to the final selection of FEPs.

3.2.2 System-Level Documentation

System-level documentation for the PAs should support all aspects of assessments such as the
underlying models and data and should be developed following software engineering life cycle practices.
Although NRC recently attempted to comprehensively document its PA capability [TPA Version 3.2 User's
Guide (Mohanty and McCartin, 1998) and the sensitivity analysis reports (Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
1999; Mohanty et al., 1999)], these documents represent only a portion of the documentation recommended
by Thompson (1999)4 at the external review of the TPA code. Documentation should include an overview

4Thompson. B.G.J. 1999. External Review of Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) Version 3.2 Code: Module
Description and User's Guide and Related Sensitivity Analyses Applications.
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(figure 1-2), written for technically literate persons who may be unfamiliar with PA, of interactions between
DOE and NRC on the repository program and a guide through the documents that support the NRC PA
methodology. The overview document also should describe, at a fundamental level, the interactions between
subsystems and explain the procedures to include or exclude a process, or the decision to treat a highly
coupled process as several independent processes. Other proposed documents include a theory manual, user
manual, programmer manual, and several QA documents. The theory manual would describe the theoretical
basis for the models and modeling methods, and include a detailed description of each model along with
references to the scientific studies that support the model. The manual should clearly describe the methods
implemented to bound and characterize uncertainties and identify assumptions and uncertainties.
Additionally, the theory manual should document the NRC thinking on the likelihood that model and
parameter uncertainties can be reduced further to achieve an additional safety margin. The programmer
manual will describe the development and maintenance of the computer codes to be used in the project. The
programmer manual will include information on software design specifications, code structure, file
descriptions, data requirements, acceptance tests, and maintenance procedures and will be a valuable
document for future code developers. The user manual will describe the code and provide the necessary
information for successful installation and operation of the computer program.

3.2.3 Process-Level Documentation

Documentation at the process level should discuss the detailed analyses conducted to develop
abstracted models and to select associated parameter values. A series of documents prepared by the
subject-matter experts should provide bases for all abstracted models used in the TPA code. An effective
system of long-term record keeping is important to ensure that the decisions on issues, such as how
conservative the models should be or how much accuracy can be sacrificed in breaking a complex coupled
process into a combination of simpler process, can be placed in a broad, historical context. Currently, no such
document is maintained by the NRC or CNWRA. Staff should recognize that the DOE has kept options open,
so that emphasis on safety may shift in time from one part of the disposal system to another. Therefore,
flexibility in the model should be maintained until the LA. For example, the selection of Alloy C-22 as the
corrosion-resistant material substantially extended the estimated waste package life and has shifted the focus
of the TSPA toward emphasizing natural barriers (e.g., saturated zone chemistry and hydrology). The DOE
focus could revert to emphasizing the engineered barrier system if new failure modes are found to
substantially decrease WP life. Therefore, flexibility in the models should be maintained so that, when
warranted, the WP life can be studied with appropriate consideration of dominant processes affecting
radionuclide releases at early times.

3.2.4 Documentation of Supporting Data

It is essential that the data used in the TPA code are recorded and transmitted in a form suitable for
creating computer input data files, interpreting results, and archiving. Figure 3-1 shows an example of a data
transmittal form, which would be required for each parameter. A standard form would contain the description
of the probability distribution function type and attributes, a justification for its selection, and approvals by
the data contributor, modelers, and the manager of the database. A computerized data handling system would
greatly reduce the chance of errors in creating and maintaining the database.
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TPA Parameter Characteristics for Yucca Mountain Postclosure Assessment

-r
1. Submitted
By: Date:

2. Parameter Full Name, Complete Definition, and Mathematical Symbol

6. Reasons for this choice of PDF (Please provide justification for the given
information, including PDF type, attributes, bounds, the principal sources of
uncertainty, underlying assumption, simplification and qualifying conditions, and
attach a plot of the PDF and data points used. Alternatively, please provide a
reference where this information may be found).

Full Name: FMULT factor to account for an in-drift flow diversion

Complete Definition: The fraction of water infiltrating to the repository from
the unsaturated zone above the repository that will
enter the waste package (WP) and contribute to the
release of radionuclides. Water dripping toward the
drift may be diverted around the drift due to capillary
action and down the side of the drift, or may not enter
the WP for other reasons.

Mathematical Symbol (if any): Fmult

3. SI Units: [unitless]

on
i

4. Probability Density function (PDF) for the Parameter 7. TPA Information: (TO BE COMPLETED BY TPA DEVELOPER)

PDF Type: Lognormal

Bounds: None [ ], or
Value bounds [ X ], or
Quantile bounds [ I

Upper bound: 0.2

Lower bound: 0.01

Short name of the parameter in TPA: Fmult]
Long name (up to 32 characters): Flow Mu]
Data are compatible with TPA model constraints.

Checked by: _

Itinlication FactorF _ . _ . .
Facto r

Date:

Attributes [examples: a, b, c, Vu, a)] as appropriate for type:
(List on back of page or on separate page if need more space.)

5. Dependence (if any) on Another Parameter Via a Correlation Coefficient

Data have been correctly entered into the TPA code database.

Checked by: _ Date:

Independent [ X ], or
Dependent on parameter:

(Full Name)
with Correlation Coefficient (between - I and +1): _

Figure 3-1. Example of a data submission form
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3.2.5 Documentation of Model/Code Verification

Model or code verification is concerned with the completeness and correctness with which the system
model is translated from descriptive or mathematical representations into the computer program.5 Strictly
speaking, program verification means to demonstrate, via a mathematical proof, that the program is consistent
with its specifications (Ralston et al., 1983). Verification is of particular importance for computer codes for
the PA of radioactive waste disposal because conventional methods of model validation are not easily
implemented for these codes. Verification requirements and selection of appropriate verification techniques
are typically established at the onset of the project to facilitate these activities throughout the software
development life cycle, which includes software requirements, design, development use, and maintenance
(AmericanNuclear Society, 1987).NNUREG/CR-3378 (Duda, 1984) isan exampleofmodellcodeverification
documentation. Because neither the verification requirements nor appropriate techniques have been identified
to date, effort should be made to conduct model/code verification as a part of software validation.

Code inter-comparisons can gradually enhance code reliability by providing evidence that different
codes developed and used by different groups produce consistent results when applied to the same problem
(Eisenberg et al., 1999). While intercomparison exercises do not address all aspects of software development,
they do provide specific hints where detailed verification of a participating code might be particularly useful.
Results of code comparisons are often published at the end of the project, which would provide visibility;
however, there is no international or other PA code comparison program scheduled at this time.

3.2.6 Documentation of Software Validation

Software validation ensures that software performs properly prior to its use in regulatory reviews.
The software validation process is clearly defined in Technical Operating Procedure (TOP)-O1 8. According
to TOP-018, the software validation process begins when the software is mature. The test procedure should
demonstrate that (i) all relevant data and information have been given due consideration, together with
associated uncertainties; (ii) the models used have been adequately tested; (iii) a well-defined and rational
assessment procedure has been followed; and (iv) results have been fully disclosed and subjected to QA and
review procedures. The software validation process will consist of tests that provide evidence of correct and
successful implementation of algorithms, as appropriate. Software validation also includes benchmarking or
comparative testing against results from other software. TOP-01 8 requires that a software validation test plan
(SVTP) be developed that includes computational demonstrations (e.g., through test cases) of proper and
correct implementation of mathematical formulas and algorithms in the PA tools. The SVTP also requires
that a software validation test report (SVTR) be prepared to document the results of software validation. The
report is intended to include test cases for all modules, the overall code, and interpretation of the results. NRC
will ultimately determine if the software has been adequately validated for use in licensing.

'Verification must be clearly distinguished from validation. Model validation is demonstration of suitability of a model
to accurately represent a stipulated component (e.g., waste package) or aspect (e.g., heat flow) of a real system. Eisenberg et al. (1999)
provide a detailed description of model validation. Validation deals with building the right model whereas verification deals with
building the model right (Whitner and Balci, 1989).
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3.2.7 Time Frame for Development of Documents

Ten supporting documents have been proposed, not counting the reports on process-level analyses
and data produced by the subject-matter experts. The hierarchy of these documents is shown in figure 1-2
but does not indicate the order in which these documents need to be developed. The proposed documents
(figure 1-1 and table 1-2) are prioritized to support timely development of the TPA code and its dependent
codes. Recognizing the limited time available to complete these tasks, primary focus should be on the
high-priority documents (table 1-3). Four documents should be produced, at least in draft, during calendar
year 2000 and finalized for the TSPA-LA in the following years. Resources committed to these documents
will be based on budgetary and time constraints. The FEPs screening document preparation can begin
promptly because it does not depend on the other documents. NRC can start to prepare the overview
document based on its past PAs and current knowledge of the DOE design and site data for the proposed
repository. The development of the theory, user, and programmer manuals should follow completion of the
TPA Version 4.0 code. However, work can begin prior to the completion of this code because no changes
to the basic framework of the TPA code are anticipated that could alter user and system requirements.
Additionally, these documents can be built on information presented in the TPA Version 3.2 Code User's
Guide6. The theory manual is expected to include both system-level and process-level (abstracted models)
documentation following the style used in the TPA Version 3.2 Code User's Guide. Code verification can
start after completion of the TPA Versions 4.0 and 5.0 code development. However, prior to completion of
the code development, identification should begin of appropriate analytical or numerical solutions, against
which the code should be compared. Preparation of the SVTP should also start early for a carefully composed
plan to be presented for review. If formal documentation of all tests conducted to date at the CNWRA and
NRC is begun early in the process, then preparation of the SVTP and SVTR can be expedited. The
documentation has been maintained either in the form of scientific notebooks or software change report
entries beginning with development of the TPA Version 3.1 code. The actual software validation should start
after the completion of the TPA Version 4.0 code and its associated documents. The sensitivity analysis
reports will be prepared only after completion of each TPA code development and test effort. The draft
documents should be modified in FY 2001, concurrent with the TPA Version 5.0 code development. During
the post-TSPA-SR review period, the staff effort is expected to primarily focus on the SVTR and finalization
of the other documents.

6Mohanty, S., and T.J. McCartin, coordinators. Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) Version 3.2 Code: Module
Description and User's Guide. San Antonio, TX: Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses. 1998.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

NRC has been developing an independent PA capability to fulfill the obligations of providing guidance to
DOE during site characterization, construction, operation and closure; select critical portions of the DOE LA
and pre-licensing documents for intensive review; and support development of a technical framework for its
regulations. NRC's independent PA capability includes development of PA tools that involve complex
mathematical models and computer codes. This report identifies where the NRC quantitative PA efforts
should be focused to assure its readiness for reviewing the DOE TSPAs to support the SR, the LA, and for
the performance confirmation program.

This report proposes that continued development of several PA tools and preparation of supporting
documents are necessary to fully support these tools. Recognizing the limited time available to complete these
tasks before the scheduled submittal of the DOE-LA, the following observations and recommendations are
made.

* NRC already has significant computational capability through development of several
versions of the TPA code and sensitivity analysis tools. Further improvements to the TPA
code prior to the SR and LA reviews should be limited to making necessary process-level
refinements and accommodating the DOE design changes to the proposed repository and
newly acquired site data.

* The documents needed to support the PA tools should be prepared during the 2 1/2 yr period
prior to the scheduled LA submittal. Preparation of several of the proposed documents will
require substantial participation from various KTIs.

* The software validation process for the PA tools required by TOP-018 should begin
promptly. This process, which involves preparation of a plan, software comparison, and
preparation of a report, is anticipated to be time-consuming and somewhat resource-
intensive. Hence, work in this area should start promptly so the TPA code will be ready for
the LA review in the year 2002. To implement the software validation process effectively,
modifications to the codes will be frozen.

NRC is currently consulting with OGC to determine the documentation needed to support its independent
quantitative PA for reviewing the DOE LA. If the OGC determines that complete documentation of NRC's
PA tools is necessary, it may not be feasible for NRC to prepare all of the proposed documents on time.
However, those documents designated as high priority (table 1-3) should be completed as a minimum.

Finally, it is emphasized that demonstrating compliance with regulatory criteria is solely DOE's
responsibility. The NRC effort to develop an independent PA capability is focused on evaluating DOE
submittals and site characterization activities. Thus, PA is not conducted to remedy perceived deficiencies
in the DOE program. The NRC task, however, will remain difficult because as DOE strives to reduce
unnecessary conservatism, NRC will need a higher level of confidence in its own models and data that are
used to make regulatory judgements regarding the DOE demonstration of compliance. The NRC confidence
in its PA tools will play a key role in achieving the required level of confidence in the DOE models and data
(i.e., reasonable assurance that radiological health and safety and the environment will be adequately
protected). Therefore, NRC should continue to build confidence in its PA tools.
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR TOTAL-SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT VERSION 4.0 CODE

December 1999

This software development plan (SDP) describes the approach to be followed in implementing
the code modifications, to be made to the Total-system Performance Assessment (TPA) Version
3.3 code, necessary to meet the design specifications for the TPA Version 4.0 code that are
outlined in the Software Requirements Description (SRD) For TPA Version 4.0.

1.0 SCOPE

The scope of the software development effort is described in detail in the SRD. The work
will be performed in both the executive side of the code and the process model side. The
integration of the process models to the executive will be strengthened and will provide new and
more appropriate information to the analyst. The process model development will be limited to
the EBSREL, RELEASET, and SEISMO modules. On the executive side the problem setup
procedure will become more flexible with changes to the input mechanism for specifying the
repository design parameters and statistical sampling techniques.

2.0 BASELINE ITEMS

The products to be delivered from this software development project include: (i) a beta
test version of the TPA Version 4.0 source code to be delivered to NRC on 1/31/00, (ii) a tested
TPA Version 4.0 source code to be delivered to NRC on 4/3/00, (iii) an updated version of the
input file tpa.inp, (iv) make files that create the TPA and process model executable files, (v)
auxiliary data files for the datal subdirectory, and (vi) source code for the process models in the
codesl subdirectory.

3.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Software development project tasks, schedules, staff and provisions. For reducing
associated risk are discussed in the section. The TPA Version 3.3 code will be used as the base
line code from which all modifications discussed in the SRD will proceed.

3.1 Work Breakdown Structure

3.1.1 Task I (Mohanty, 10.5 days)

This task will make the following adjustments to the tpa.inp file:

- Include the radiolysis effects of H202 for passive corrosion rates and corrosion
potentials via changes to the tpa.inp file.
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- Add the drip shield failure time distribution function to the tpa.inp file.

- Modify input parameters in tpa.inp for SF dissolution models 1 and 2.

3.1.2 Task 2 (Codell, 5 days)

This task will make the following changes to LHS:

- Add two new distributions (logbeta and an integer distribution) to the LHS code.

3.1.3 Task 3 (Stothoff, ? Days)

This task will make the following changes to UZFLOW:

- Enhance the computation of the shallow infiltration above the repository in UZFLOW.

3.1.4 Task 4 (Green, 2.5 days)

This task will make the following changes to NFENV:

- Modify NFENV to provide additional flexibility to the reflux model to accommodate
the new repository drift and canister spacing.

3.1.5 Task 5 (Mohanty, 10 days)

This task will make the following changes to FARLT:

- Add the calculation of weld corrosion rates to thefailt process module.

3.1.6 Task 6 (R. Rice, 11.5 days)

This task will make the following changes to RELEASET and EBSREL:

- Modify EBSREL and the executive to identify the initial failures separately form
corrosion failures.

- Change the FmuIt and F0w WP wetting parameters from sampled distribution to a time
history of the parameters that is contained in an auxiliary data file.

- Modify RELEASET to permit the assignment of a water contact mode (bathtub or flow
through) to each failure type.

3.1.7 Task 7 (McCartin/Janetzke, 7 days)



This task will make the following changes to UZFT, SZFT, and NEFTRAN:

- Modify UZFT, SZFT, and NEFTRAN to permit the user to activate calculations to
account for colloid transport.

- Modify SZFT to permit the alluvium lengths for the stream tubes to be sampled.

- Modify SZFT to accept the diffusion rate and immobile phase porosity of the tuff from
the tpa.inp file.

3.1.8 Task 8 (Smith/Janetzke, 18.5 days)

This task will make the following changes to EXEC:

- Modify the executive to permit the user to specify additional partially utilized subareas.

- Modify the executive to permit the transport of C- 14 through the UZ and SZ.

- Modify the executive, DCAGW and DCAGS to permit the incorporation of the GENII-
S code into the TPA system.

3.1.9 Task 9 (Hill/Weldy, 5.5 days)

This task will make the following changes to VOLCANO and ASHRMOVO:

- Modify the VOLCANO module to provide the number of WPS entrained in the conduit
and the number impacted by magma flow in the drift based on external calculations.

- Modify ASHRMOVO to incorporate the use of a time history of mass loading?.

3.1 .10 Task 10 (Janetzke, 4 days)

This task will make the following changes to SEISMO:

- Modify SEISMO to use a sample hazard curve generated by LHS rather than the internal
random number generator.

3.1.11 Task 11

In Task 2 the TPA Version 4.0 code will be tested to ensure correctness of the screen
output and the *.res files. This task will be completed by April 3, 2000. This will include
corrections identified in the testing effort.

3.2 Schedules



The following schedules will be adopted in order to meet the task deliverables.

3.2.1 Tasks 1-10

- This group of tasks will be complete by January 31, 2000.

3.2.2 Task 11

- This task will be complete by April 3, 2000.

3.3 Staffing

In addition to PA staff who have been involved in the development of the TPA Version
3.3 code, completion of this software development project will require the use of consultants and
SwRI personnel who are proficient in developing, implementing, and testing FORTRAN 77
code, specifically R. Rice, M. Muller and J. Marty Menchaca. For Tasks 1-5 and 7-9, key
CNWRA and NRC technical staff members from appropriate KTIs will be required to produce
the algorithms and data needed for modification to the process models. These KTI staff
members will also participate in the final code testing to be completed under Task 11.

3.4 Risk Management

The primary risk associated with this project is failure to meet the April 3, 2000
deliverable date for Task 11. This task is dependent on the completion of Tasks 1-10. If Tasks
1-10 are not complete on January 31 then modifications not implemented will be deferred until a
later version in order that the thorough testing in Task 11 may be completed on schedule. NRC
will be informed at the time of delivery of Tasks 1-10 that a certain feature was not implemented
to ensure that a working code could be delivered at the completion of Task 11.

4.0 DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES
This section describes plans for developing the TPA Version 4.0 code

4.1 Hardware and Software resources

All code development will be done on Sun SPARC 10 and 20 workstations running
SOLARIS 5.5.1, the Sun UltraSPARC I server running SOLARIS 5.6, and a Microsoft Windows
compatible PC. The Sun FORTRAN 77 Version SC3.0.1 will be used on the UNIX platform and
Lahey Fortran 90 (LF90) Version 4.5 will be used on the PC platform.

4.2 Software development Lifecycle

The project will consist of two phases. Phase I will be the development of Tasks I-10 for



the TPA Version 4.0 code. Phase 2 will be the testing of the TPA Version 4.0 code.

4.3 Coding

All coding will be done in FORTRAN 77 with extensions to permit the use of long
variable names. Coding style will be in accordance with that which has been historically used at
the CNWRA and NRC for development of TPA codes.

4.4 Acceptance testing and Analysis

The results of the Task 11 testing will be appropriately recorded in scientific notebooks or
software change requests (SCR).

5.0 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT PLAN

The official version of the working code will be placed under control of the Software
Configuration Control System (SCCS) package available on the Sun workstation to ensure that
coding conflicts do not arise during development. A copy of the final TPA Version 4.0 code will
be provided to QA for configuration control.

5.1 Tools

In addition to the SCCS tool mentioned above, Unix utilities difffilemerge and make will
be used to perform the code manipulations required to maintain the official version of the
working code.

5.2 Configuration Identification

The configuration identification will be assigned by the software custodian of the QA
staff.

5.3 Configuration Procedures

All check-in or check-out activities on scratchy] will pe performed by Ron Janetzke. The
latest version of the files will be available in lexportlhomeljanetzkeltpaldev. The standard SCR
change request form will be used for all significant changes to the controlled source code.

6.0 REFERENCES

None.

7.0 APPENDICES
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